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Atmospheric rivers (ARs) are filamentary features that play a leading role in the poleward

transport of atmospheric moisture and in the global redistribution of heat from the tropics.

When they cross over land (so-called landfall), they are a major source of wintertime precip-

itation, particularly over the western coastline of North America. The extreme precipitation

and flooding that sometimes accompany landfalling ARs can have severe socio-economic con-

sequences. Despite advances in observational networks on land, the large-scale mechanisms

influencing AR behavior and landfalling intensity are poorly understood. This dissertation

aims to better characterize their present-day behavior and projected response to climate

change over the North Pacific basin so as to improve forecasts of their impact at landfall.

Composites of dynamical fields using thirty years of the Modern-Era Retrospective Anal-

ysis for Research and Applications (MERRA) reanalysis are made following the eastward

progression of ARs. A close relationship exists between the extratropical upper tropospheric

dynamics, particularly anticyclonic Rossby wave breaking, and lower tropospheric moisture

transport. Comparison between the strongest and the weakest ARs show consistent differ-

ences in both the intensity of moisture transport and the scale and rate of development of

anticyclonic Rossby wave breaking. The strong relationship of landfalling ARs to anticy-

clonic Rossby wave breaking persists in a case study analysis of long-duration landfalling

xvii



events.

Landfalling ARs are evaluated in historical (1980 - 2004) simulations from 28 models

participating in fifth phase of the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5) and

compared to the MERRA and ERA-Interim reanalyses. Few models correctly resolve the

frequency distribution, interannual variability in number and amplitude of moisture flux,

and median landfalling latitude. The response of a subset of high performing models to

projected warming is investigated using Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP) 8.5

(2070 - 2099) projections. Selected models show a broadening of the frequency distribution,

with the largest increase in frequency occurring equatorward of peak historical frequency.

The equatorward increase in peak historical frequency is co-located with increases in the 850-

and 250-hPa zonal winds. The moisture flux response to warming is mostly thermodynamic,

but equatorward of its peak distribution, it is dominated by a dynamic response.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Cool-season extremes in precipitation along the western coastline of North America rival

those experienced along the Gulf and Atlantic coasts during hurricane season (Ralph and

Dettinger , 2012). Precipitation in this region is notable for its large intra-seasonal and inter-

annual variability which make effective water management on seasonal and longer timescales

challenging (Mitchell and Blier , 1997; Dettinger et al., 2011). To add to this, precipitation

extremes are expected to increase under climate change scenarios (Berg and Hall , 2015;

Williams et al., 2015; O’Gorman, 2015), and evidence exists to suggest changes are already

seen at the regional and local scale (Russo et al., 2013). Therefore, progress on our under-

standing of precipitation variability over this agriculturally-significant region is of essential

importance.

Features known as atmospheric rivers (ARs) play a vital role in the regional hydrological

cycle of the West Coast, contributing a large portion of the water resources to the region.

ARs are filamentary features with high water vapor transport in the lower troposphere

(Fig. 1.1). Their formation in the northern Pacific basin is of particular interest due to their

well-documented effects on land. ARs have been connected to heavy precipitation (Det-

tinger , 2004; Ralph et al., 2011; Reeves et al., 2008; Neiman et al., 2008a,b, 2011; Dettinger ,

2011; Ralph and Dettinger , 2012), flooding (Dettinger , 2004; Ralph et al., 2003, 2006, 2011;

Dettinger , 2011; Neiman et al., 2011) and snow pack variability (Neiman et al., 2008b; Guan

et al., 2012) when they cross over land (so called landfall). Their landfall is important to

water resources, where they have been shown to contribute between 30% and 50% of wet

season precipitation in the region (Guan et al., 2010; Dettinger et al., 2011). Up to three
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Figure 1.1: An example of a characteristic atmospheric river making landfall along the Pa-
cific Northwest (10:00 UTC 26 March 2005), illustrated as total precipitable water (shading)
above 2.5 cm (grey contour) in MERRA reanalysis.

quarters of persistent droughts along the West Coast have been ended by a landfalling AR

storm (Dettinger , 2013). Although they operate on rather short timescales, depending on

their intensity and synoptic characteristics upon landfall, a relatively small number of these

storms can be the difference between dry and wet years (Dettinger et al., 2011; Dettinger ,

2013).

Despite well documented hydrological impacts and meteorological characteristics of

landfalling ARs, the large-scale flow influencing ARs prior to landfall is still an area of active

research and has received much attention recently (Ralph et al., 2011; Guan et al., 2010,

2012, 2013; Lavers et al., 2012). In animations and in snapshots of moisture transport over

the world’s ocean basins, the nearly constant presence of ARs in both hemispheres is striking

and this was commented on in early studies (e.g. Newell et al., 1992; Zhu and Newell , 1998).

Those ARs that intersect the West Coast and make landfall vary in moisture source region,

trajectory and intensity (Neiman et al., 2008a). Knowledge of modulating factors at sub-

seasonal timescales is needed to address current challenges in AR forecasting (Ralph et al.,
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Figure 1.2: (a) Schematic of an AR approaching the West Coast of North America. (b)
Along the cross-section in (a), the vertical structure of alongfront moisture flux (shading,
units of × 105 kg s−1) and wind speed (dark blue contours, units of m s−1). Below (b), the
label IWV indicates the width scale of the 75% cumulative fraction of the perturbation field.
Figure is from Ralph et al. (2004).

2010; Wick et al., 2013a; Nayak et al., 2014) and projections of their distribution, intensity

and frequency with future climate change (Pierce et al., 2013).

The following sections in this chapter provide background on the state of research on ARs.

This chapter is concluded with a summary of the scope and organization of the dissertation.

1.1 Synoptic overview

ARs develop on synoptic timescales, generally in association with low-level moisture conver-

gence within extratropical cyclones. Observational work in Ralph et al. (2004) and Ralph

et al. (2005) investigated the vertical structure of landfalling ARs along the West Coast.

They found that, for the seasons investigated, landfalling ARs were characterized by high

concentrations of water vapor (≥ 2 cm) and wind speeds (≥ 12.5 m s−1) below approximately

850 hPa. The tight gradient in lower level moisture and winds can be seen in a schematic of

a cross-sectional view through a representative landfalling AR (Fig. 1.2; Ralph et al., 2004).

The high moisture within ARs is concentrated into narrow (≤ 500 km, Fig. 1.2b width scale
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Figure 1.3: Schematic of the low-level jet structure as it makes landfall. The vertical
characteristics of the jet are on the left showing the concentration of water vapor in the
lowest 2 km in combination with highest wind speeds. Figure is from Ralph et al. (2005).

below figure) and long (≥ 2000 km) filamentary structures (Newell et al., 1992; Zhu and

Newell , 1998; Ralph et al., 2004, 2005). Figure 1.2a shows this characteristic geometry as

concentrated integrated moisture in green shading.

Landfalling ARs have a significant effect on precipitation upon landfall. The combi-

nation of high moisture and large wind speeds with neutral stability to moist ascent can

result in heavy precipitation when ARs interact with the considerably rougher topography

of coastal mountains (Fig. 1.3; Ralph et al., 2005). In a modeling study of the orographic

effects on a landfalling AR, Smith et al. (2010) found that moisture flux was diminished up

to 40% through interactions with topography. However, recent work has shown that ARs

may have precipitation impacts in-land as well. Work in Rutz and Steenburgh (2012) showed

that ARs making landfall along the coastline of Baja California play an important role in

precipitation in the semi-arid Southwest United States. Additional work in Neiman et al.

(2013) and Rivera et al. (2014) provide synoptic and climatological insights into in-land pen-
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etrating ARs affecting the Arizona region. In an overview of in-land penetrating ARs over

western North America, Rutz et al. (2014) found that these ARs are characterized by larger

moisture transport and southwesterly flow.

1.2 What does an ‘atmospheric river’ describe?

For a number of years, the expression ‘atmospheric river’ has been used to broadly define

distinguishable thin bands of high moisture content in the lower troposphere (Newell et al.,

1992; Newell and Zhu, 1994). Newell et al. (1992) found that approximately four or five

ARs are in existence at any one time over major basins globally. These structures have been

shown to be responsible for as much as 90% of transport in less than 10% of the Earth’s

circumference at the mid-latitudes, at a flow rate greater than that in the Amazon or Mis-

sissippi Rivers (Zhu and Newell , 1998; Ralph and Dettinger , 2011). They seemingly connect

the high concentrations of water vapor in the tropics to the extratropics in the lower tro-

posphere (Newell et al., 1992; Zhu and Newell , 1998; Dettinger , 2004; Ralph et al., 2005).

However, the arbitrariness of this term has lead to some disagreement about its use (e.g.

Knippertz and Wernli , 2010; Sodemann and Stohl , 2013). In this section, I outline the rela-

tionship of ARs to two features known to be associated in their own right to the large-scale

transport of atmospheric moisture and clarify the subject of this dissertation.

AR development has often been tied to classical extratropical cyclone development (e.g.

Zhu and Newell , 1998). Ralph et al. (2004) showed that ARs preferentially form within con-

vergence zones associated with eastward propagating extratropical cyclones. Extratropical

cyclones have a characteristic ‘comma’ shape, made up of a leading warm front along the

foremost boundary and a trailing cold front (Carlson, 1991). Within this cyclone model,

the warm conveyor belt (WCB) transports moisture northwards ahead of the trailing cold

front (Carlson, 1991). WCBs are characterized by the transport poleward and vertical as-

cent of high latent and sensible heat and the generation of precipitation (Browning , 1990;

Eckhardt et al., 2004; Madonna et al., 2014; Pfahl et al., 2014). Despite the close relation-

ship between ARs and WCBs, Newell et al. (1992) found that some ARs are found far from
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Figure 1.4: Schematic showing an example of the relationship between TMEs, ARs and
WCBs. Shading shows the pressure level below which moisture transport is occurring and
vertical changes are indicated by text. Figure is adapted from an example in Dettinger et al.
(2015).

extratropical cyclones, sometimes as far as several thousand kilometers from the center. Fur-

thermore, work in Sodemann and Stohl (2013) found that the development of an AR is not

necessarily uniquely associated with a single cyclone, but rather may span the lifetimes of

multiple cyclones.

As has been pointed out by previous researchers (e.g. Bao et al., 2006; Newman et al.,

2012), ARs do not represent trajectories of moisture as their name might suggest, but are

rather constantly evolving pathways for moisture transport, recycling moisture between the

atmosphere and the underlying ocean as they move over basins. However, work in Bao et al.

(2006) showed that the moisture within some particularly intense ARs may be tropical in

origin. A well-known type of AR with links to the tropics are ‘Pineapple Express’ events,

which are characterized by particularly strong fluxes of water vapor from the sub-tropics

near Hawaii and heavy precipitation along the West Coast (Higgins et al., 2000). Work

in Knippertz and Wernli (2010) and in Knippertz et al. (2013) distinguished these features

transporting tropical moisture as tropical moisture exports (TMEs), which form only a sub-

set of all ARs (Dettinger et al., 2011; Ryoo et al., 2015).
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For the purposes of this research, we follow the guidelines outlined in Dettinger et al.

(2015). The term ‘atmospheric river’ describes the intense poleward flux of moisture in the

lower troposphere (below 850 hPa) within thin, filamentary structures. These ARs may di-

rectly ‘tap’ tropical moisture sources through their interaction with TMEs, but moisture is

not necessarily tropically-sourced. They are distinguished from WCBs by horizontal, rather

than ascending, moisture flux. Following the example in Dettinger et al. (2015), Fig. 1.4

shows a schematic representation of the interactive relationship between ARs, TMEs and

WCBs.

1.3 Scope and organization of dissertation

This study takes a new approach to an investigation of landfalling ARs by exploring changes

in their behavior and development within a large-scale context. The association of ARs with

extratropical cyclones and with the development of low-level jets motivate an investigation

of their relationship with upper-atmospheric flow. An understanding of the relationship

of upper-level features such as Rossby waves with ARs may increase our understanding of

their behavior and intensity at landfall and potentially aid in their forecast. Specifically, the

goals of this study are to investigate the climatological characteristics of atmospheric rivers

and their connection to large-scale dynamics and to assess the nature of their response to

climate change. The results of this dissertation have implications for both the present day

forecast of the intensity and behavior of landfalling AR events and for our understanding of

the vulnerabilities of the western coastline of North America to changes in precipitation and

extremes in a changing climate.

In Chapter 2, I summarize two main approaches used in the literature for the identifica-

tion of ARs and conclude with a discussion of the method used in this dissertation.

In Chapter 3, I present a climatological overview of North Pacific atmospheric rivers and

investigate their behavior within the context of large-scale atmospheric dynamics. While

atmospheric rivers are well-observed along the coastline and their contribution to extreme

precipitation is known, few focus on their characteristics prior to landfall and the mechanisms
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modifying their behavior. This research is one of the first to take this approach. For this

undertaking, a method to identify landfalling atmospheric river conditions was developed

based on the magnitude of integrated moisture transport along the coastline in Modern-Era

Retrospective Analysis for Research and Applications (MERRA) reanalysis. Characteristic

upper- and lower-level features were assessed using composite analysis. In order to investi-

gate the connection between Rossby wave breaking and the intensity of moisture transport

within atmospheric rivers, the development of a subset of intense events were investigated.

I address the following questions:

- How do large-scale teleconnection patterns, such as the El Niño - Southern Oscilla-

tion (ENSO) and the Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO), modify the characteristics of

landfalling events?

- Is knowledge of upper-level dynamical fields useful in an investigation of atmospheric

river behavior?

- What is the relationship between atmospheric river intensity of anticyclonic and cy-

clonic Rossby wave breaking?

This work is published in Journal of Climate as:

Payne, A. E. and G. Magnusdottir (2014), Dynamics of landfalling atmospheric rivers

over the North Pacific in thirty years of MERRA reanalysis. Journal of Climate, 27(18),

7133 - 7150, doi: 10.1175/JCLI-D-14-00034.1.

Building on the results of Chapter 3, in Chapter 4, long-duration landfalling AR events are

isolated. The characteristics of these persistent events are then compared to the climatology

of all AR events. In order to investigate whether the large scale characteristics of persistent

events are unique to their development, a K-means weather regime analysis is used to inves-

tigate moisture transport anomalies associated with three different regimes. I address the

following questions:

8



- Are long-duration ARs different from the climatology of all ARs?

- Are persistent circulation anomalies associated with long-duration ARs unique?

This work is in preparation for submission to Monthly Weather Review as:

Payne, A.E. and G. Magnusdottir (2016), Development of persistent landfalling at-

mospheric rivers over the eastern North Pacific, to be submitted to Monthly Weather

Review.

Finally, in Chapter 5, we address the question of how will atmospheric river behavior change

within a warming climate system. I evaluate the representation of landfalling ARs in

28 different models, participating in the fifth phase of the Coupled Model Intercompari-

son Project (CMIP5), by comparing their historical simulations to two different reanalysis

datasets (MERRA and ERA-Interim). I then investigate the response of landfalling ARs to

warming using Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP) 8.5 projections in a subset of

high-performing models. This work is the first to comprehensively evaluate the performance

of CMIP5 in their representation of atmospheric rivers over the North Pacific. I address the

following questions:

- Are CMIP5 models able to capture the spatial and temporal characteristics of North

Pacific atmospheric rivers?

- What is the response of atmospheric river intensity, frequency and location to climate

change?

- If there is a change in atmospheric rivers with warming, what can it be attributed to?

This work is published in Journal of Geophysical Research: Atmospheres as:

Payne, A. E. and G. Magnusdottir (2015), An evaluation of atmospheric rivers over

the North Pacific in CMIP5 and their response to warming under RCP 8.5. Journal of

Geophysical Research Atmospheres, 120, 11,173 - 11,190, doi: 10.1002/2015JD023586.
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In Chapter 6, I summarize the conclusions from this work and discuss current and future

work. Work in Chapters 3 and 5 are slightly modified versions of previously published journal

articles.
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Chapter 2

An Overview of Approaches to Atmospheric

River Identification

Abstract

The transient nature of atmospheric rivers (ARs) as they propagate eastwards makes their

identification in moisture fields a challenging task. Common identification approaches avail-

able in the literature are reviewed and contrasted using satellite-derived total precipitable

water in Morphed Integrated Microwave Imagery at CIMSS (MIMIC-TPW) and integrated

precipitable water (PW) and the magnitude of moisture flux from MERRA reanalysis.

2.1 Introduction

The propagation of atmospheric rivers (ARs) over the world’s ocean basins is striking. ARs

are easily identifiable as transient features with extended geometry in instantaneous snap-

shots of daily and hourly moisture fields. However, while it is simple to visually separate

ARs from background moisture, an automated method of identification becomes important

for an understanding of their behavior over climatological time-scales.

The purpose of this chapter is to provide a brief overview of the many AR identification

methods existing in the literature and to shed some light on the identification approach used

in the following chapters. The approaches summarized here do not consider the event-based

definitions used to characterize ARs, such as precipitation and the magnitude of upslope

winds (e.g. Neiman et al., 2009; Ralph and Dettinger , 2012; Ralph et al., 2013). While use-

ful in hydrological studies, these approaches do not consider the geometry of ARs over the

basin and so are not applicable to the type of investigation pursued in this dissertation. As

our focus is on the characteristics of ARs impacting western North America, this raises the
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question of how to quantify their landfall. Throughout this dissertation, landfall will refer

to AR-features (high moisture or moisture flux) that make contact with predefined transect

following the coastline. This method of defining landfall is consistent with approaches in the

literature (e.g. Neiman et al., 2008a; Dettinger et al., 2011; Lavers et al., 2012).

This chapter is organized as follows. In section 2.2, I start with a comparison of satellite-

derived total precipitable water to integrated moisture fields in reanalysis. In sections 2.3

and 2.4, I describe integrated precipitable water and moisture flux-based methods of identi-

fication. I finish with a brief analysis of the robustness of the approach used in the following

chapters.

2.2 Event description and comparison between datasets

For the purposes of comparison, I focus on a single instantaneous snapshot of an AR that

formed over the North Pacific basin on 07 Jan 2009 (Neiman et al., 2011). This landfalling

event resulted in heavy precipitation over Western Washington. While the amount of re-

sulting rainfall was not overly excessive, the warm temperatures associated with this AR

storm melted existing snow and resulted in widespread flooding in several river basins in the

region (OWSC ; Neiman et al., 2011).

The clear filamentary geometry of this AR over the North Pacific is evident in Fig. 2.1a,

which shows satellite-derived total precipitable water in Morphed Integrated Microwave Im-

agery at CIMSS (MIMIC-TPW). Use of satellite-derived integrated moisture as a proxy

for the high moisture transport found in ARs was established in a series of extensive case-

studies (e.g. Ralph et al., 2004; Neiman et al., 2008a). For operational use, an automated

method of AR identification using observations was developed in Wick et al. (2013b). These

methods identify features with high moisture features (≥ 2 cm) and extended geometry (≤

1000 km width, ≥ 2000 km length) as ARs. These characteristics are specific to ARs falling

along the western coastline of the contiguous United States. The lack of horizontal wind data

and spatially and temporally consistent observations basin place limitations on the scale of

investigations on the characteristics of landfalling events.
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Figure 2.1: For 00:00 UTC 07 January 2009, (a) satellite-derived total precipitable water in
MIMIC-TPW, (b) integrated precipitable water in MERRA reanalysis and (c) the magnitude
of moisture flux in MERRA reanalysis. In (b) and (c), for reference, the 2 cm precipitable
water contour is shown in pink.
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Use of reanalysis data addresses the limitations found in observations. For the purposes

of illustration, identification methods are compared in Modern-Era Retrospective-analysis

for Research and Applications (MERRA; Rienecker et al., 2011) reanalysis. Details on this

reanalysis dataset can be found in Chapter 3. Calculated moisture fields include column

integrated precipitable water (PW),

PW (λ, φ, t) = (gρw)−1

∫ pt

ps

q(λ, φ, p, t)dp, (2.1)

and the magnitude of column integrated moisture flux (MF),

MF (λ, φ, t) = g−1

∣∣∣∣∫ pt

ps

q(λ, φ, p, t)V(λ, φ, p, t)dp

∣∣∣∣ , (2.2)

where ρw is 1000 kg m−3, g is 9.81 m s−2, ps is 1000 hPa, V is the horizontal velocity and q

is specific humidity (both in SI units). While the value of pt varies in the literature from 700

hPa to 100 hPa (e.g. Zhu and Newell , 1998; Lavers et al., 2012; Payne and Magnusdottir ,

2014; Rutz et al., 2014), for consistency with our definition in Chapter 1, we use 500 hPa.

Comparison of PW to observations shows good agreement in both the magnitude and

location of the AR (comparison of Figs. 2.1a to 2.1b). The availability of horizontal wind

data at high vertical resolution mean that the moisture transport within ARs can be directly

investigated (Fig. 2.1c), where the narrow geometry of the AR in the East Pacific becomes

even more apparent. For reference, the 2 cm PW contour, commonly used to indicate high

atmospheric moisture (Ralph et al., 2004), is shown in pink in Figs. 2.1b and 2.1c. In the

following subsections, methods to separate out AR features from background moisture fields

are summarized.

2.3 PW-based identification

For comparison, Fig. 2.2a shows an example of the observation-based method of identification

used in Neiman et al. (2008a), which is typically applied to observations, but here is applied

to reanalysis. The elongated geometry of an AR-feature is either visually identified (as in

Neiman et al., 2008a) or separated from background moisture using a skeletonization ap-
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Figure 2.2: For 00:00 UTC 07 January 2009, (a) the observation-based method from (Ralph
et al., 2004) and (b) the identification method used in Jiang and Deng (2011). For reference,
the 2 cm PW contour is shown in pink in each panel.

proach to trace the ‘backbone’ of high moisture (as in Wick et al., 2013b). However, the

difficulty with a static threshold on PW is in the boundary between AR-like features and

high moisture in the tropics, where the boundary becomes indistinct.

In a study focusing on the downstream modulation of AR activity along the western

coastline of North America, Jiang and Deng (2011) introduced an objective method of sepa-

rating PW from background moisture based on an earlier approach in Zhu and Newell (1998,

detailed in section 2.4). They used a spatially-dynamic threshold in both the meridional and

zonal directions label grid points over the North Pacific as AR grid points over a 32 year pe-

riod to calculate AR frequency of occurrence over the basin. By this method, AR associated
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PW (PWr) is calculated as,

PWr ≥ PWzmean + A (PWzmax − PWzmean) ,

PWr ≥ PWmmean +B (PWmmax − PWmmean) ,

(2.3)

for the zonal (z) and meridional (m) directions and where A and B are tuned constants equal

to 0.3 and 0.1, respectively. While there is some improvement in the filamentary structure

of the AR over the eastern North Pacific, specifically in the subtropics near Hawaii, the

large tropical signature still apparent in the western North Pacific is inconsistent with our

definition from Chapter 1. Improvements to this approach include the use of observation-

based constraints on geometry (e.g. Jiang et al., 2014; Rivera et al., 2014), however, it is

more common that identification approaches use MF, as discussed in the next subsection.

2.4 MF-based identification

2.4.1 Overview

In one of the earliest studies to investigate the global occurrence of ARs, Zhu and Newell

(1998) developed a method to isolate AR-features using reanalysis and modelling data. They

demonstrated that traditional methods of partitioning moisture fluxes into time and zonal

mean flow and transient and stationary eddies neglect important moisture transport mech-

anisms at very short timescales, namely ARs. Their method uses spatially-dynamic thresh-

olding to separate the total moisture flux (MFt) into so-called broad fluxes (MFb) and river

fluxes (MFr), where,

MFt = MFb +MFr, (2.4)

and where MFr is defined as,

MFr ≥MFmean + 0.3 (MFmax −MFmean) . (2.5)
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Figure 2.3: For 00:00 UTC 07 January 2009, (a) the Zhu and Newell (1998) method, (b) a
static threshold of 250 kg m−1 s−1 used in Rutz et al. (2014) and (c) the observation-based
method from Lavers et al. (2012) and Payne and Magnusdottir (2014). In (c), the effect of
the landfall region on the magnitude of the ivt threshold is seen in blue. For reference, the
2 cm PW contour is shown in pink in each panel.

MFmax and MFmean are the maximum and mean zonal moisture flux, respectively, and 0.3

is a constant tuned to the data and time period used in Zhu and Newell (1998). Figure 2.3a

illustrates the effect of this method on MF, showing a clear separation of AR-like features
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Figure 2.4: (a) MF percentiles for the landfalling regions shown in (b), calculated over
5-year running windows starting from 1979. The MF percentile for each region over the
entire 36 year dataset is shown in grey text. (c) A comparison of a latitudinally-variable
percentile threshold on MF for each region shown in (b).

over the extratropics. However, as this approach is subject to the constant used, comparison

of ARs identified between two datasets can be somewhat subjective. In an investigation of

in-land penetrating ARs, Rutz et al. (2014) explored their sensitivity to a static threshold on

MF. They found effects on the magnitude of AR frequency with variations in this threshold,

but little effect on the location of AR landfall. The threshold used in Rutz et al. (2014) serves

as an unofficial threshold on MF over the North Pacific. Improvement in the representation

of ARs over the region compared to the method used in Zhu and Newell (1998) is shown

in Fig. 2.1b. Rutz et al. (2014) also showed that the length and width constraints used in

observational studies were somewhat redundant when MF was used, as identified features

above 250 kg m−1 s−1 were typically filamentary by default.

As a consequence of the focus on the North Pacific, many of the observational constraints

on moisture and moisture transport are specific to the region. In a study focusing on the effect

of landfalling ARs on Great Britain, Lavers et al. (2012) calculated the percentile threshold of

MF along a cross-section following the North American coastline for ARs reported in Neiman

et al. (2008b). They found an average percentile threshold of 85% over five different reanalysis
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Figure 2.5: (a) MF percentiles for the landfalling regions shown in (b) calculated over
5-year running windows starting from 1979. The whole period MF percentile for each region
is shown in grey text. (c) A comparison of a latitudinally-variable percentile threshold on
MF for each region shown in (b).
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products. The combination of a percentile threshold on MF with observational thresholds

on lower level winds (≥ 10 m s−1) show much improvement in the isolation of the two ARs

over the basin (Fig. 2.2c) and this basic approach is widely used in the literature for the

investigation of landfalling ARs (e.g. Lavers et al., 2012, 2013; Ramos et al., 2015; Warner

et al., 2015; Payne and Magnusdottir , 2014, 2015; Guan and Waliser , 2015). This basic

approach is used in the following chapters of this dissertation. In the next subsection, I

provide a brief analysis of its robustness.

2.4.2 Validation

Depending on the region over which landfalling MF is calculated, the magnitude of the

percentile threshold on MF can vary. This can be seen in the grey lines in Fig. 2.4a which

show a comparison of MF percentiles using either a zonally averaged region centered on the

coastline or a single transect following the coastline (region shown in Fig. 2.4b). While the

magnitude of these thresholds differ (381.1 kg m−1 s−1 vs. 483.2 kg m−1 s−1, respectively),

both fall above the minimum accepted MF threshold of 250 kg m−1 s−1 used in Rutz et al.

(2014) for the North Pacific region. The effect of the more lenient threshold on MF (using

the zonally averaged landfall region) on the identified AR-feature in Fig. 2.3c is shown in

blue contour and demonstrates its relatively small impact.

To ensure that the percentile threshold on MF does not experience any systematic trends

over time, Fig. 2.4a shows MF percentiles calculated using a 5-year running window for the

two landfall regions shown in Fig. 2.4b. While interannual variability is apparent over the

roughly 30 year period considered, percentiles do not show consistent trends over time. The

two values calculated over the entire period (shown in grey) are considered representative.

Focusing on the impacts of landfalling ARs over Europe, work in Lavers et al. (2013)

introduced a variation of the percentile-based method described in section 2.4 not considered

in this dissertation. To test the effect of this modified methodology on the results presented

in the following chapters, I provide a brief summary of its impact. Rather than calculating

a single percentile threshold on MF for an entire transect, the 85th percentile is calculated
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according to the daily maximum MF for preset latitudinal bins. The effect of this variation on

the thresholds discussed previously is shown in Fig. 2.4c. Introducing latitudinal dependence

in the calculation, means that thresholds are underestimated over the Pacific Northwest and

overestimated over Southern California and Baja relative to the thresholds in Fig. 2.4a (the

grey lines in Fig. 2.4a and 2.4c are the same). This can be seen in a composite analysis

of landfalling ARs timesteps in MF identified using a static 85th percentile threshold (as

described in section 2.4, Fig. 2.5a) and a latitudinally-dependent 85th percentile threshold

(as described in this section, Fig. 2.5b). The difference between the two composites is

shown in Fig. 2.5c. Consistent with a lower threshold over the Pacific Northwest, Fig. 2.5a

shows a larger average MF associated with landfalling ARs. Despite these differences, the

two methods show 85% overlap between identified landfalling dates. Furthermore, composite

analysis of the dates not included in the definition in section 2.4 show that the overlooked ARs

do not necessarily follow the typical geometry described by previous methods. Composite

analysis of the dynamical fields investigated in this dissertation using this new dataset was

performed and show little difference between the two datasets (not shown).

2.5 Concluding Remarks

In this section, I summarize several methods of AR identification found in the literature.

Comparison of the different approaches demonstrates the usefulness of the precentile-based

threshold on MF for separating AR-features from background moisture fields. Variations of

this approach are used in the following chapters to identify AR conditions along the coastline

of North America.
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Chapter 3

Dynamics of landfalling atmospheric rivers

over the North Pacific in thirty years of

MERRA reanalysis

As appears in:

Payne, A. E. and G. Magnusdottir (2014), Dynamics of landfalling atmospheric rivers over

the North Pacific in thirty years of MERRA reanalysis. Journal of Climate, 27(18), 7133 -

7150, doi: 10.1175/JCLI-D-14-00034.1.

Abstract

A large-scale analysis of landfalling atmospheric rivers (ARs) along the west coast of North

America and their association with the upper tropospheric flow is performed for the extended

winter (November through March) for the years 1979 to 2011 using MERRA reanalysis data.

The climatology, relationship to the El Niño - Southern Oscillation and the Madden - Julian

Oscillation, and upper-level characteristics of approximately 750 ARs are presented based

on the 85th percentile of peak daily moisture flux. AR occurrence along the West Coast is

dominated by early season events. In composites of upper level fields during AR occurrences,

certain characteristics stand out irrespective of the tropical climate indices. This suggests

that extratropical dynamical processes play a key role in AR dynamics.

The influence of the large scale circulation on AR intensity prior to landfall is examined

by objectively selecting an extreme subset of 112 AR dates representing the 95th percentile

of strongest cases. Each AR date that is identified is traced backwards in time using a novel

semi-automated tracking algorithm based on spatially and temporally connected organized
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features in integrated moisture transport. Composites of dynamical fields following the

eastward progression of ARs show a close relationship between the location of the jet, Rossby

wave propagation and anticyclonic Rossby wave breaking in the upper troposphere of the east

Pacific and moisture transport in the lower troposphere. Comparison between the strongest

and the weakest ARs within our extreme subset shows differences in both the intensity of

moisture transport and the scale and development of anticyclonic Rossby wave breaking in

the east Pacific.

3.1 Introduction

Work over the Pacific basin has focused on the roles of El Niño - Southern Oscillation

(ENSO), the Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO), and the Pacific-North American pattern

(PNA) in modulating the behavior of North Pacific atmospheric rivers (ARs) (Higgins et al.,

2000; Bao et al., 2006; Ryoo et al., 2013; Mo and Higgins , 1998a,b; Jones , 2000; Ralph

et al., 2011; Guan et al., 2012, 2013). Most of these studies have based their conclusions on

correlations between the signatures of ARs on land (such as total rainfall and snow water

equivalent) and climate mode indices, rather than direct detection of ARs and the dynamical

processes driving them. Very few studies have focused on the evolution of the feature itself

over the Pacific prior to landfall. Ralph et al. (2011) performed a detailed case study of the

development of a single AR over the Pacific basin and attempted to tie its formation and

behavior to changes in moisture availability due to the progression of the MJO in the tropics.

In the context of the impacts of ENSO on the background flow, Ryoo et al. (2013) found

that moisture transport is modulated by both the strength of the subtropical jet and the

location of Rossby wave breaking along the west coast of North America. Both of these

studies suggest a role for large-scale dynamics in modulating ARs prior to landfall.

The scope of the research on large-scale influences on ARs is limited both by the ability

of each study to sample ARs and by the complexity of the multi-scale processes contributing

towards AR behavior prior to landfall. Because of these limitations, it is difficult to make

sweeping conclusions on the dominant mechanisms contributing to variations in AR behavior
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prior to landfall. Understanding how large-scale dynamical factors influence ARs over the

Pacific in the observational record is essential to our understanding of the role ARs will play

in the hydrological cycle in a warmer climate.

Here we examine the climatological characteristics of landfalling ARs on the West Coast,

defined by the 85th percentile of peak daily moisture transport (Lavers et al., 2012), over the

extended winter period from 1979 to 2011. To examine their behavior prior to landfall, we

develop a back tracking algorithm based on moisture flux to resolve the progression of ARs

across the basin in composites. We detail the dynamical influences on the behavior of an

extreme subset of ARs that have been tracked over the Pacific basin in a reanalysis product

covering more than thirty years of data. We address the following questions: (1) What is the

relationship between ARs and upper-level dynamics? and (2) What influences the intensity

of ARs prior to landfall?

This paper is organized as follows. Data and methodology for identifying landfalling ARs,

as well as selecting the cases that make up our back tracked extreme subset, are described

in sections 3.2 and 3.3. In section 3.4, we provide an overview of the characteristics of

landfalling ARs over the extended winter for the years 1979 to 2011. Section 3.4 also shows

the relationship between moisture flux over the basin and upper level dynamics using the

extreme subset of ARs. In section 3.5, we show the connection of AR intensity to Rossby

wave propagation and breaking. At the end of section 3.5, we put our results linking ARs to

Rossby wave breaking in context by showing the difference between breaking frequency and

extent for landfalling AR dates compared to the climatology for the entire extended winter.

The conclusions of this study and their implications are found in section 3.6.

3.2 Data

We use the Modern-Era Retrospective Analysis for Research and Applications (MERRA)

reanalysis dataset, available starting from 1979 from NASA. Use of the MERRA product

has significant advantages as it is of high spatial and temporal resolution and was developed

specifically for application to the hydrological cycle (Rienecker et al., 2011). Specific humid-
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ity, horizontal winds, and potential vorticity were retrieved from pressure levels at reduced

spatial resolution (1.25◦×1.25◦) at 3-hrly intervals. Total surface precipitation was retrieved

at native spatial resolution (2/3◦× 1/2◦) at 1-hrly intervals. Precipitation data is converted

from units of kg m−2 s to units of mm and then averaged every three timesteps. The precip-

itation data at 3-hrly intervals is linearly interpolated to reduced spatial resolution for use

with the moisture and dynamical fields.

The behavior of the ARs is examined with respect to both the MJO and ENSO using

the daily Real-time Multivariate MJO (RMM) index and the monthly Multivariate ENSO

Index (MEI), respectively (Wheeler and Hendon, 2004; Wolter and Timlin, 1998). MJO

activity with a RMM amplitude below 1 is considered too weak to have large-scale impacts

on circulation and is not considered in the following analysis. El Niño events are indicated

by MEI values greater than 0.5 and La Niña events are indicated by MEI values less than

-0.5. For each landfalling AR date, the MJO phase (provided the amplitude is greater than

1) and the prevailing state of ENSO are recorded.

3.3 Methods

3.3.1 AR visualization

As has been pointed out by previous researchers (e.g. Bao et al., 2006; Newman et al.,

2012), ARs do not represent trajectories of moisture as their name might suggest, but are

rather constantly evolving pathways for moisture transport, recycling moisture between the

atmosphere and the underlying ocean as they move over basins. Observational researchers

have long used vertically integrated water vapor content, also known as total precipitable

water measured in centimeters of liquid water equivalent, as a proxy for water vapor transport

accomplished in ARs (Ralph et al., 2004, 2005; Neiman et al., 2008a; Jiang and Deng , 2011;

Wick et al., 2013b,a). However, the use of integrated moisture is primarily motivated by a

lack of in situ low-level wind data over oceanic regions. The use of a dynamically consistent

reanalysis dataset makes direct investigation of moisture transport possible.

We follow the methodology in Lavers et al. (2012) to simplify our analysis and define the
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magnitude of the vertically integrated moisture flux (MF), as follows:

MF (λ, φ, t) = g−1

∣∣∣∣∫ pt

ps

q(λ, φ, p, t)V(λ, φ, p, t)dp

∣∣∣∣ (3.1)

where V are the horizontal winds on isobaric surfaces measured in units of m s−1, q is specific

humidity measured in units of kg kg−1, g is the gravitational acceleration (9.81 m s−2), ps is

1000 hPa and pt is 700 hPa. Over the Pacific basin the influence of the jet stream dominates

above 700 hPa, whereas water vapor drops off very quickly with height. While previous

researchers have integrated to 300 hPa, we found that vertical integration to 700 hPa was

appropriate.

3.3.2 AR dataset construction

Our focus is on wintertime ARs (November through March), as they have been shown to

have higher moisture transport and have greater impacts on land (Neiman et al., 2008a). It

is important to note that we exclude the month of October in our selection of landfalling

dates. Several significant ARs have made landfall during October, impacting the Pacific

Northwest in particular, generally related to recurving transitional tropical cyclones (Lynott

and Cramer , 1966; Ralph et al., 2011). However, because October is a transition season that

has many characteristics of late summer, it is very difficult to detect organized structures in

MF over the Pacific basin. The ARs making landfall during October have largely different

characteristics in both trajectory and in moisture transport from the ARs making landfall

in November through March.

For each date between November 1st and March 31st for the years 1979 to 2011, we

record two values: (1) peak daily MF and (2) total daily precipitation. These two values

are calculated as follows. For each date, daily mean MF and precipitation are isolated over

a seven gridpoint region, centered on the western coastline of North America between 20◦N

and 60◦N (Fig. 3.1a-b). Within the outlined region in Fig. 3.1a, each variable is averaged in
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the zonal direction. The blue and orange lines in Fig. 3.1c show the seven point averaged

distributions for MF and precipitation, respectively. For each date, the peak MF and the

total precipitation, summed over a seventeen gridpoint window in the latitudinal direction

and centered on the peak MF, are recorded (Fig. 3.1c). Figure 3.1c shows an example of the

seventeen-point range over which precipitation is summed and the values recorded for peak

MF and total precipitation for 03 Dec 2007. The two values recorded for each date over the

entire time period are illustrated in Fig. 3.2, which shows the distribution of all dates, sorted

according to the peak daily MF (black line) and plotted with each date’s total precipitation

(light grey line).

We use two landfalling AR datasets in our study: (1) a climatology of all landfalling

AR dates to impact the western coast of North America between 20◦N and 60◦N between

the years 1979 and 2011 and (2) a backtracked subset of the climatology, isolating only the

most extreme AR events to make landfall. The details of our methodology follow, where

subsection 3.3.2a describes how we define our landfalling AR climatology, subsection 3.3.2b

describes how we isolate an extreme subset of landfalling AR dates from our climatology

and subsection 3.3.2c details our backtracking methods for the extreme subset of landfalling

ARs.

Climatology

We define a climatology of landfalling AR dates using the 85th percentile on peak daily MF

(generally following the methods in Lavers et al. (2012)), where landfall is defined by physical

proximity to the coastline of North America. Landfalling AR dates are all those dates in the

time period with peak daily MF values greater than or equal to the 85th percentile (233 kg

m−1 s−1). The vertical dark grey line in Fig. 3.2 shows the 85th percentile of peak daily MF,

where all dates to the right are labelled as landfalling AR dates. The green dots in Fig. 3.2

show the locations of 9 notable landfalling AR events, as listed on NOAA’s Earth System Re-

search Laboratory AR information page (http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/atmrivers/events/).
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Figure 3.1: Example of the case selection methodology applied to 03 Dec 2007. (a) For
each day in the time period considered, daily mean MF (kg m−1 s−1, shaded) and daily mean
precipitation (mm, contoured starting at 0.5 mm and increasing in intervals of 1 mm) are
isolated in the region outlined in black, where (b) shows a straightened image of the two
variables within the region. The two variables are then averaged over 7 grid points in the
zonal direction, shown in (c). For each day, two values are recorded: the peak in daily mean
7-point averaged MF (blue line, c) and the sum of daily mean 7-point averaged precipitation
over a 17-point range in the latitudinal direction, centered on the peak MF. As an example,
for 03 Dec 2007, the boundaries of the 17-point range are shown in the horizontal grey lines
in (c) and where the two values recorded are 648 kg m−1 s−1 (peak daily MF) and 16.1 mm
(total daily precipitation).

Subset of extreme cases - selection

As we are unable to distinguish multi-day landfalling events or examine ARs prior to landfall

with the climatology of landfalling ARs just described, case selection becomes necessary for

in-depth analysis. We objectively isolate a subset of landfalling AR days, that can then

be extended backwards in time using our tracking algorithm. We emphasize that no part

of our case selection procedure is subjective. While our focus is on the intensity of ARs

preceding landfall, rather than on any orographic influences, we recognize the importance

of characterizing ARs as extreme precipitation events. Therefore, both peak daily MF and
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Figure 3.2: The distribution of all dates in our time period (NDJFM, 1979 to 2011) sorted
according to the peak daily MF (kg m−1 s−1, black line) and plotted with the associated total
daily precipitation (mm, light grey line). The dark grey line shows the 85th percentile and
dates to the right of this line are labeled as landfalling AR dates (749 total). Our extreme
subset of cases are selected from all landfalling AR dates, with values above both the 95th

percentile of peak daily MF (blue line) and the 95th percentile of total daily precipitation
(orange line), with at least three days of separation. For validation of this methodology, 9
significant landfalling events (11 – 24 Feb 1986, 29 Dec – 04 Jan 1996/1997, 02 – 03 Feb
1998, 16 – 18 Feb 2004, 07 – 11 Jan 2005, 25 – 27 Mar 2005, 29 Dec – 02 Jan 2005/2006,
06 – 07 Nov 2006, 06 – 08 Jan 2009) are indicated by green points (multi-day events use the
date with the highest peak daily MF).

total daily precipitation are used to select landfalling dates for our extreme subset.

Two thresholds are used to reduce the sample size for the purposes of a more detailed

study and to retain the most extreme events to impact the coast. The 95th percentiles for

all dates in the time period are calculated for the peak daily MF and associated total daily

precipitation (MF threshold: 305 kg m−1 s−1, precipitation threshold: 8.24 mm). All dates

with peak daily MF and total daily precipitation that fall below the thresholds are discarded.

The two thresholds on peak daily MF and total daily precipitation are shown as blue and

orange lines, respectively, in Fig. 3.2.

A criterion is put in place to eliminate the possibility that the subset is dominated by a

few large, slow moving events off the coast. For all dates with values greater than the two
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thresholds, they must be separated by at least three days. This means that if two days with

fewer than 3 days separation have sufficiently high values of peak daily MF and total daily

precipitation, the date with the greater peak daily MF is retained and the date with the

lower peak daily MF is discarded. Applying this logic, of all dates that had values above

the set thresholds (127 dates total), 15 were discarded. Of the 15 dates discarded, 11 dates

were part of the same multi-day landfalling AR event as a previously selected date. The 4

remaining dates (07 Jan 1990, 02 Feb 1991, 10 Dec 1995, 16 Dec 2002) belong to landfalling

AR events directly preceding or directly following previously selected dates.

Of the 9 notable landfalling AR events mentioned previously (green dots in Fig. 3.2),

only four events satisfy our criteria on both peak daily MF and total daily precipitation: 11

– 24 Feb 1986, 29 Dec – 04 Jan 1996/1997, 29 Dec – 02 Jan 2005/2006 and 06 – 07 Nov

2006. These four events, produced some of the largest flooding in the Pacific Northwest over

the last 50 years and confirm that our case selection process does indeed isolate the most

extreme landfalling ARs. When the month of October is considered, the dates originally

selected remain largely the same, with 106 of the selected dates remaining the same and 19

dates being added due to October events. With improvements to our tracking methodology

(description to follow) we may be able to investigate these transitional season landfalling

ARs in the future.

Tracking

We developed a semi-automated algorithm to track the centroid of each selected AR back in

time, over the course of its lifetime. Most previous studies only consider the few days right

around AR landfall. Here, our aim is to study the development of the events, expanding the

timeline of a single event beyond the few days of its landfall.

ARs are visualized over the basin, prior to landfall, using MF imagery with a static

threshold of 350 kg m−1 s−1. This threshold is only meant to separate peaks in MF from

background moisture prior to landfall, over the basin, and is not used in any way to define

the two datasets previously described. Moderately increasing or decreasing this threshold
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only changed slightly the number of grid-points attributed to an AR and the location of its

centroid, but ultimately did not affect the detection of the feature itself as an intense flux

of moisture. For each timestep, connected grid points forming a unified area poleward of

23.5◦N (focus on the extratropics) and greater than an area threshold of 21,000 km2 were

labeled as an instantaneous snapshot of a single AR (Fig. 3.3, top panel). The area threshold

is chosen to retain only the larger scale features. Characteristics, such as the location of the

centroid (the center of mass of the feature) and orientation (the angle between the a line

of latitude and the major axis of the feature) of the AR, were recorded at each timestep.

It should be noted that this algorithm cannot detect the exact moment of formation of the

AR. However, because the focus of our study is to investigate the factors contributing to AR

intensity rather than its formation, we consider the identification of its first appearance as

an organized feature in the extratropics to be a good approximation.

We define the lifetime of an AR to be the series of instantaneous snapshots of connected

gridpoints that are linked through time. An example of our process is shown in Fig. 3.3.

Through the process described above, we identify the centroids of each possible AR over

the Pacific basin at each timestep. The time-intensive part of our method comes with the

manual recording of the selected AR’s centroid over each timestep. While an automated

method to track connected features in both space and time was developed, it was discarded

pending further development because centroid locations attributed to each AR were at times

inconsistent. Our criteria for linking centroids over time is as follows: (1) The centroid of

the tracked feature at landfall must correspond to the selected landfalling date chosen using

the methods described in the previous subsection. (2) The general progression of centroids

should be eastwards. There is some east-west jumping in centroid location associated with

the addition of remnant moisture to the selected feature, but it is quite minor compared to

the overall progression of the feature in time. (3) The centroid of the westernmost feature

is selected when two features merge (this can be seen between the 00h and 15h timesteps in

Fig. 3.3).
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18:00 UTC 01 Dec 2007

00h

15h

30h

45h

Figure 3.3: (top panel) An example of the
tracking algorithm applied to 18:00 UTC 01
Dec 2007. (top panel) Separated features are
colored in varying shades of pink and the cen-
troid of the AR of interest is marked by a filled
black dot. (00h – 45h) Starting from 18:00
UTC 01 Dec 2007, the AR of interest is tracked
through time as indicated by the dashed black
lines.

For the 112 AR events tracked using our

algorithm, we rank the events in order of

weakest to strongest according to each AR’s

lifetime average of the areal maximum MF

recorded at each timestep. This ranking sys-

tem takes into account the entire AR lifetime

rather than only its landfalling intensity and

allows us to compare and contrast quanti-

tatively the weakest and strongest ARs in

the subset. The lifetime average intensities

range from 533 kg m−1 s−1 to 1001 kg m−1

s−1. It should be emphasized here that ARs

are by definition extreme events and that the

‘weak’ ARs we refer to in our data subset are

those selected ARs with the lowest lifetime

average of maximum MF.

3.3.3 Composites

All composites in our study are calculated

based on the longitudinal position of the

AR centroid at each timestep, as region-

ally centered composites. The grey boxes

in the following figures mark out 4 regions:

(1) 175◦–160◦W, (2) 160◦–145◦W, (3) 145◦–

130◦W, and (4) 130◦–115◦W. For each AR,

variables are first averaged for all centroid

values within a given region prior to calcu-
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lating the composite to avoid double-counting slowly moving ARs. Even though many of

the trajectories for the tracked ARs extend over the western Pacific, we limit our composites

to the eastern Pacific (the four regions listed above) to avoid over-sampling the longest lived

ARs.

3.3.4 Rossby wave breaking and diagnosis

Rossby wave breaking (RWB) is defined as the rapid and irreversible overturning of potential

vorticity (PV) contours (McIntyre and Palmer , 1983). Rossby waves propagate along a

strong PV gradient and break when the gradient is weakened, such as in a jet exit region.

For composites we use PV on the 200 hPa surface to detect breaking and determine the type

of breaking: anticyclonic, in which contours overturn in the SW-NE direction, or cyclonic,

in which contours overturn in the NW-SE direction. Breaking type is determined on a case

by case basis based on breaking direction (See Fig. 1 in Strong and Magnusdottir , 2008a).

The impact of the breaking events is on forcing of the background flow, often determined to

be greater when the spatial scale of the breaking is greater.

The location and zonal extent of each breaking event is quantified using a RWB detection

algorithm first described in Strong and Magnusdottir (2008a) and adapted to 3-hrly MERRA

PV data at 200 hPa (coarsened to a resolution of 2.5◦×2.5◦ using linear interpolation). With

this method, the Northern Hemisphere 200 hPa PV field is divided into 400 bins of equal

area of approximately 6.4 × 105 km2. For each 3-hrly timestep, we identify the longest

circumpolar PV contour considering all contours between 0 and 20 PVU∗ (at an interval

of 0.5 PVU). If overturning is detected (contour crosses a meridian more than once), the

centroid of the breaking ‘bay’ and zonal extent (L, calculated as the degree arc length of

a great circle passing through the centroid and spanning the breaking bay), and contour

on which the breaking is detected are recorded (for details, see appendix in Strong and

Magnusdottir (2008a)). For each bin centered on (λ, φ) and numbered n = 1, . . . , N , the

relative frequency of breaking (γ) and mean zonal extent of breaking (L) are calculated as

∗1 Potential Vorticity Unit (PVU) ≡ 10−6 m2 s−1 K kg−1
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follows:

γ(λ, φ)n ≡
1

T

T∑
t=1

β[(λ, φ)n, t] (3.2)

L(λ, φ)n ≡
1∑T
t=1 β

T∑
t=1

L[(λ, φ)n, t] (3.3)

where,

β[(λ, φ)n, t] =

 1 if centroid is present

0 otherwise
(3.4)

and where T is the total number of 3-hrly observations. For each type of breaking (anticy-

clonic and cyclonic), γ quantifies the spatial frequency of breaking for a given time period,

where areas of high breaking frequency typically overlap areas of large zonal extents.

3.4 Characteristics of ARs at landfall

3.4.1 Climatology for extended winter

First we consider the landfalling characteristics of ARs off the west coast of North Amer-

ica using daily averages for the extended winter (November through March) 1979 - 2011.

Landfall is defined as physical proximity to land, as shown in Fig. 3.1a. As described in

section 3.3.2, our climatology of landfalling ARs is composed of all dates for which at least

three gridpoints in the zonal direction, within the boxed region of Fig. 3.1, have peak daily

MF values greater than a set threshold based on the 85th percentile. Of the 4992 dates in

the entire time period, 749 are retained as landfalling AR dates. Of the 128 AR dates listed

in the climatology in Neiman et al. (2008a), 77 are contained in our climatology and an

additional 16 occur in close proximity (within ± 2 days) to dates in our climatology. More-

over, a number of ARs identified in our study are not included in the Neiman climatology.
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Figure 3.4: Probability density functions for landfalling ARs over the extended winter for
the years 1979 to 2011 sorted according to: (a-c) month - 749 dates, (d-f) ENSO phase -
749 dates and (g-i) MJO phases with amplitudes greater than one - 469 dates. Each column
shows the distribution of: (a,d,g) landfalling latitude, (b,e,h) landfalling peak daily MF and
(c,f,i) landfalling total daily precipitation. The y-axis shows the probability density function
for each panel, where the center column is an order of magnitude less than the right and left
columns. Averages for each category are shown in the legend of each panel.
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Differences between the two climatologies are likely attributable to different definitions of

AR landfall and the use of MF rather than integrated water vapor, as was used in Neiman

et al. (2008a). The 749 dates contain all of the most recent notable landfalling AR events

(seen in Fig. 3.2).

The largest number of landfalling dates occur early in the season. An average of 6.1

landfalling dates occurred in November (202 dates total), 5.8 in December (192 dates total),

5.2 in January (179 dates total), 3.2 in February (110 dates total) and 1.9 in March (67 dates

total). The decrease in the number of landfalling dates over the course of the season is in

general agreement with the findings in Neiman et al. (2008a, their Fig. 2), which are based

on observations of SSM/I integrated water vapor plumes for 1998 to 2005.

Figure 3.4a shows the seasonal breakdown of landfalling latitude. Landfalling latitudes

show a shift equatorward towards the end of the season, from an average latitude in Novem-

ber of 45.6◦N to a March average of 42.2◦N. This shift is also seen in landfalling peak daily

MF (Fig. 3.4b). The most intense landfalling AR dates occur in the month of November

(302.3 kg m−1 s−1) and the weakest occur in the month of March (283.6 kg m−1 s−1). While,

associated landfalling total daily precipitation do not show a similar trend (Fig. 3.4c), precip-

itation anomalies (based on the daily climatology) show a shift equatorward over the course

of the season (not shown).

3.4.2 Effects of the MJO and ENSO on ARs

We perform an analysis of the roles of ENSO and the MJO in modulating ARs at landfall

using the MEI and RMM indices, respectively. While these large-scale patterns certainly in-

fluence the precipitation distribution in the western United States (Ropelewski and Halpert ,

1987; Cayan et al., 1999; Higgins et al., 2000; Jones , 2000), our purpose here is to investigate

whether they play a direct role in AR behavior at landfall. In our analysis of the MJO, we

limit our investigation to amplitudes of the MJO index greater than 1, reducing the number

of dates from 749 to 469 landfalling AR dates.

The largest number of landfalling dates occur during El Niño (301 dates), the fewest
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Figure 3.5: Composite 200 hPa zonal wind anomalies (dark grey contours, intervals of 3 m
s−1), 200 hPa PV anomalies (light grey contours, intervals of 0.5 PVU), and MF anomalies
(shaded, intervals of 10 kg m−1 s−1), with negative contours dashed, for (a) La Niña -
180 dates, (b) neutral - 268 dates, and (c) El Niño - 301 dates, for all 749 ARs over the
extended winter over the years 1979 to 2011 (15◦N to 65◦N, 160◦W to 115◦W). Anomalies are
calculated from the daily climatology of each variable. Statistical significance is calculated
using Student’s t-test at the 95% level.

during La Niña (180 dates), and 268 landfalling dates occurring during ENSO neutral condi-

tions. Figures 3.4d-e show the breakdown of landfalling latitude, intensity and precipitation

by phase of ENSO. Landfalling latitudes during El Niño events are shifted equatorward, with

an average latitude of 43.3◦N compared to an average latitude of 45.5◦N and 44.9◦N for La

Niña and neutral phases, respectively. While total precipitation remains similar (Fig. 3.4f),

the poleward shift in landfalling latitude during La Niña events and concentration of positive

precipitation anomalies in the Pacific Northwest (not shown) is consistent with wintertime

precipitation patterns for the region during La Niña (NOAA Climate Prediction Center).

Increased intensity of moisture plumes during ENSO neutral landfalling dates is consistent

with previous findings (Higgins et al., 2000; Bao et al., 2006). Landfalling intensities for El

Niño and La Niña dates show little difference (Fig. 3.4e).

Figure 3.5 shows the composite anomalies of 200 hPa zonal wind (dark grey contours)

and PV (light grey contours), and the composite anomalies of MF (shaded) for each phase

of ENSO. Anomalies are calculated from the daily climatology for each variable and only
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Figure 3.6: Life-cycle of the Madden-Julian Oscillation from Outgoing Longwave Radiation
(OLR) and 850 hPa horizontal winds 20 - 100 day band passed anomalies over the years 1995
to 1999. The phase of each composite is shown in the lower right corner. Figure is from
Climate Data Guide and is produced by D. Shea.

significant MF anomalies are shown (calculated at the 95% level using Student’s t-test).

Comparison of Figs. 3.5a and 3.5c show a clear equatorward shift in the zonal wind during

El Niño dates that is in agreement with Fig. 3.4d. Significant MF anomalies during El Niño

dates cover the entire coastline from Mexico to Alaska. The significant composite anomaly

does not extend south of 35◦N during La Niña and neutral dates. Warm phase positive pre-

cipitation anomalies mirror the meridionally extended range of MF anomalies (not shown),

consistent with wintertime precipitation patterns during El Niño (NOAA Climate Prediction

Center). The most noticeable difference between the different parts of Fig. 3.5 is in the zonal
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wind anomalies. El Niño landfalling dates are associated with an equatorward shifted jet.

This suggests that the major role ENSO plays in modulating landfalling ARs is through

influence on the position of the jet, which affects the location of the Rossby wave breaking

region, as will be discussed in Section 3.4.3.

Figures 3.4g-i show the breakdown of landfalling latitude, intensity and precipitation by

phase of the MJO (a composite description of the MJO is shown in Fig. 3.6). There are

two local maxima in the overall number of landfalling AR dates by phase (not shown). The

largest number of landfalling AR dates occur during phase 6 (84 dates) and increased ac-

tivity in phases 7 and 8 (71 dates each), and a smaller secondary peak occurs at phase 3

(62 dates). The peak in AR activity in association with phase 3 (when tropical convection

is over the Indian Ocean) and the phase 7-8 increases are consistent with findings in Jones

(2000). The peak at phase 6 is consistent with the increase in AR activity described in Guan

et al. (2012). While there is no clear trend in landfalling latitude, phases 2 and 5 have

the most extreme equatorward (40.9◦N) and poleward (46.0◦N) mean landfalling latitudes,

respectively (Figs. 3.4a,d,g). The two peaks in the number of landfalling AR dates are ap-

proximately reflected in precipitation totals, with phase 3 showing the largest average at

7.3 mm and phase 5 showing the smallest average at 6.4 mm (Fig. 3.4i), consistent with

wintertime precipitation patterns for the western United States (NOAA Climate Prediction

Center).

Figure 3.7 shows 200 hPa zonal wind (dark grey contour) and PV (light grey con-

tour) composite anomalies, and MF (shaded) composite anomalies for each phase of the

MJO, showing only statistically significant MF anomalies. We find that positive precipita-

tion anomalies shift approximately poleward from phase 1 to phase 8 (not shown), with the

exception of phases 2 and 7. While all phases of the MJO show the presence of a statistically

significant moisture anomaly, the anomaly for phase 2 is weak and spread out. It is the most

equatorward reaching, consistent with the very low landfalling latitude and low intensity

shown for phase 2 in Figs. 3.4g-h. The largest positive MF anomaly is in phase 7, which
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Figure 3.7: Same as Fig. 3.5, but for the MJO, for (a) phase 1 - 38 dates, (b) phase 2 - 49
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dates, (g) phase 7 - 71 dates and (h) phase 8 - 71 dates, for all 469 ARs over the extended
winter over the years 1979 to 2011 with RMM amplitudes greater than 1 (15◦N to 65◦N,
160◦W to 115◦W).

shows the presence of strong, equatorward zonal wind anomalies very similar to Fig. 3.5c,

the El Niño composite. Phase 8, which has the largest landfalling intensity and precipita-

tion total from Fig. 3.4h-i, also shows eastward extended zonal wind anomalies, consistent

with higher latitude positive precipitation anomalies (not shown). MJO phases 3 and 7 have

similar landfalling latitudes, intensities and precipitation patterns (not shown).

A strong common characteristic between AR composites during ENSO and MJO phases

is the presence of a perturbed PV field in the eastern Pacific, in the location of the jet exit

region, as indicated by the negative PV anomalies centered over the coastline in Figs. 3.5

and 3.7. The composites in this section suggest that, while ARs may be modulated by trop-

ical influences on the extratropics, AR variability is ultimately strongly tied to extratopical
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Figure 3.8: Composite SLP (light grey contour, intervals of 5 hPa), PV at 200 hPa (dark
grey contour, intervals of 1 PVU), wind speed at 200 hPa (red contour, intervals of 5 m s−1)
and MF (shaded) for (a,f,k) November, (b,g,l) December, (c,h,m) January, (d,i,n) February,
and (e,j,o) March for (top row) the climatological mean of the extended winter over the years
1979 to 2011, (middle row) all 749 ARs over the extended winter over the years 1979 to 2011
and (bottom row) the 112 selected landfalling dates (15◦N to 65◦N, 160◦W to 115◦W).

dynamical mechanisms. This common characteristic motivates our investigation of the dy-

namical mechanisms modulating ARs.

3.4.3 Dynamical perspective

We consider how landfalling AR dates are different from the mean state. Figure 3.8 shows

composite SLP, 200 hPa PV, 200 hPa wind speed and MF for each winter month for: (a-e) the

entire period (1979 – 2011), irrespective of peak daily MF, (f-j) all 749 landfalling AR dates

(dates with values above the 85th percentile of peak daily MF), and (k-o) all 112 selected AR
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dates (dates with values above the 95th percentiles of peak daily MF and associated total

daily precipitation). Composites in Fig. 3.8f-j are composed of 202, 191, 179, 110 and 67

individual dates, respectively. Composites in Fig. 3.8k-o are composed of 34, 31, 27, 14 and

6 individual dates, respectively.

Comparison of the bottom two rows of Fig. 3.8 with the top row shows a striking departure

in the dynamical make-up of AR dates from the climatological mean state over the eastern

Pacific in terms of Rossby wave dynamics. The top row shows an unperturbed jet, with an

associated largely zonal PV field and unremarkable MF. For each month (each column), the

two AR rows, show that associated with the strong, lower tropospheric MF (which defines the

ARs), the PV field and the jet are deformed to a varying extent, manifesting that Rossby

wave breaking is taking place. While each frame is an average over many cases, one can

still see evidence of overturning PV contours and, thus, Rossby wave breaking (or nonlinear

Rossby wave behavior).

All AR dates (the middle and bottom rows of Fig. 3.8) are associated with a westward

retreated jet, large perturbations in the PV field and a clearly defined low pressure center to

the north and a weak high pressure center to the south of the jet. The jet is climatologically

in its most poleward position in November and shifts equatorward over the course of the

season. This shift in the jet is reflected in the equatorward shift in landfalling latitude shown

in Fig. 3.4a. Retreat of the jet maximum westward over the course of the season weakens

the PV gradient and allows for distortion of the PV contours in the eastern Pacific. The

reduction in the PV gradient is downstream and equatorward of the jet exit region. The

relationship between the jet and PV field in the monthly composites is consistent with the

findings outlined in Abatzoglou and Magnusdottir (2006, their Fig. 5a-b).

Comparing the extreme subset of tracked AR dates (Fig. 3.8k-o) to all AR dates (Fig. 3.8f-

j), we find that, consistent with the climatology, November has the largest number of ARs

with 34 events and March has the lowest number with only 6 events. Unlike the climatology,

however, the shift equatorward in landfalling latitudes is not apparent (not shown). All
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Figure 3.9: (a) Trajectories of all 112 landfalling AR cases, shaded according to lifetime
intensity (as described in section 3.3.2). The grey boxes in (a) and (b) refer to the same
areas and represent the regions over which composites are calculated based on AR centroid
location: (1) 175◦–160◦W, (2) 160◦–145◦W, (3) 145◦–130◦W and (4) 130◦–115◦W. (b) Each
point represents the longitude at which the AR is first detected.

months of the extreme subset show evidence of a strongly perturbed jet maximum and

breakdown of the PV gradient in the eastern Pacific, both in association with the curvature

of the moisture plume close to the surface towards the coastline (Fig. 3.8k-o). For the extreme

subset of ARs (bottom row of Fig. 3.8), all months show a close relationship between the

moisture plume at lower levels and the jet maximum at upper levels. This strong, yet

deformed, jet is associated with increased distortion of the PV contours and anticyclonic

breaking over all months. While there are no discernible changes in the strength of the high

pressure center to the south of the moisture plume, the selected ARs have a much deeper

low pressure center to the north.

3.4.4 Composites of selected cases over the basin

Moving away from static composites of ARs at landfall, we consider the variability of ARs

over the Pacific and their development prior to landfall. Figure 3.9a shows trajectories,

smoothed using a moving average filter, for all 112 ARs selected, colored according to their

lifetime intensity. Figure 3.9b shows the relation of initial longitudinal locations in the ex-

tratropics relative to the four regions designated in Fig. 3.9a (the y-axis has no significance),
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again, colored according to their lifetime intensity. The AR trajectories lie approximately
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Figure 3.10: Composite SLP (light grey con-
tour, intervals of 5 hPa), PV at 200 hPa (dark
grey contour, intervals of 1 PVU), wind speed
at 200 hPa (red contour, intervals of 10 m s−1)
and MF (shaded) for the 112 AR events in our
extreme subset for (a) 175◦–160◦W, (b) 160◦–
145◦W, (c) 145◦–130◦W and (d) 130◦–115◦W.
The average location of the AR centroid is
marked by a filled red dot.

equatorward of the storm track over the

Pacific, consistent with their association

with the warm sector of extratropical cy-

clones (based on visual comparison with Fig.

1 in Hoskins and Valdes , 1990; Chang and

Fu, 2002). The strongest ARs have initial lo-

cations primarily in the western Pacific and

the weakest ARs have initial locations gen-

erally located more eastwards (Fig. 3.9b).

Using the centroid information recorded

for each AR, we investigate the nature of the

relationship between Rossby waves in the

upper troposphere and ARs in the lower tro-

posphere. Figure 3.10 shows the composite

time evolution of the 200 hPa PV field (dark

grey contours), 200 hPa wind speed (red

contours), SLP (light grey contours) and MF

(shading). The red filled circle indicates the

average AR centroid location for each com-

posite. The first two frames of the figure

(Figs. 3.10a-b) depict, in the PV field, the

eastward propagation of the Rossby wave

with the AR centroid following closely. By

Fig. 3.10c, there is evidence of RWB, which

becomes clearer in Fig. 3.10d in terms of the

perturbed PV field. Mirroring the behavior
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of the PV field and the jet in the eastern Pacific, MF curves poleward just off the coast of

North America (Fig. 3.10c-d).

It is important to note that Fig. 3.10 is a composite over many cases, which will lead to

a smoothing out of the PV field. On a case by case basis, the ARs at landfall are typically

positioned along the western edge of a breaking bay over the eastern Pacific and terminate

prior to complete overturning of the PV contours. For most of the cases investigated, the

resulting breaking is anticyclonic in nature, apparent in Fig. 3.10d (although diluted due

to averaging). The location of breaking associated with the ARs is consistent with both

the position of the ARs on the equatorward (anticyclonic) side of the jet and the winter-

time RWB climatology for anticyclonic breaking over the Pacific, downstream of the jet

maximum (Strong and Magnusdottir , 2008a).

3.5 Intensity differences in selected cases

To illustrate the dynamical differences that contribute to variations in AR intensity over the

basin in greater detail, we divide our subset of extreme AR events into two groups according

to average lifetime intensity. Dates with lifetime intensities exceeding the 90th percentile

were chosen as our top dates (11 total with values greater than 858.9 kg m−1 s−1) and dates

falling below the 10th percentile were chosen as our bottom dates (11 total with values less

than 612.6 kg m−1 s−1). Composites for these two groups in the following figures are based

on the position of the AR centroid, as in Fig. 3.10, with strong AR composites on the left

and weak AR composites on the right.

3.5.1 Composites

Figure 3.11 shows the composited time evolution of the 200 hPa PV field (dark grey con-

tours), 200 hPa wind speed (red contours), SLP (light grey contours) and MF (shading) of

the 11 strongest ARs (a-d) and the 11 weakest ARs (e-h).

The progression of the strongest ARs is associated with a sustained upper-level jet, even

as RWB is taking place, a deep low pressure center to the north and a well defined and
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Figure 3.11: Same as Fig. 3.10, but for the (a-d) 11 strongest ARs and (e-h) 11 weakest
ARs in our extreme subset for (a,e) 175◦–160◦W, (b,f) 160◦–145◦W, (c,g) 145◦–130◦W and
(d,h) 130◦–115◦W. The average location of the AR centroid is marked by a filled red dot.
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persistent high pressure center to the south (Fig. 3.11a-d). MF plumes have values in excess

of 400 kg m−1 s−1 and are well supported throughout their lifetime by a strong, co-located

upper level jet. Progression eastwards is associated with increased nonlinear behavior in the

PV field (overturning of contours in Fig. 3.11b-d). In Fig. 3.11d, anticyclonic overturning of

PV contours is apparent around 120◦W and is concurrent with weakening of the AR plume.

Relative to the strongest ARs, the weakest ARs are associated with a weaker jet in the

eastern Pacific, as RWB takes place, a shallower low pressure center to the north and the

absence of a persistent high pressure center to the south (Fig. 3.11e-h). The associated

extratropical cyclone for the strongest ARs is a much tighter system and stronger than the

cyclone associated with the weakest ARs. Comparison of MF between the two groups shows

the evolution of a much smaller and weaker AR, with values generally below 350 kg m−1

s−1. The PV field remains relatively linear over the central Pacific with the appearance of

the ARs. Same as for the strongest ARs, the weakest ARs are preceded by breaking in the

eastern Pacific around 120◦W. Development of nonlinear behavior in the PV field over the

eastern Pacific with AR propagation is delayed and it is less coherent and not as well defined

compared to features in the left column (Fig. 3.11g-h).

Both the weakest and strongest ARs are associated with the formation of anticyclonic

breaking in the eastern Pacific. However, in the weakest ARs, this effect is muted in the

composite, and appears later in their lifecycle (Fig. 3.11h). While ARs developing in associ-

ation with linear Rossby wave propagation were observed, none had intense enough moisture

transport off the coast of North America to fit into our extreme subset.

3.5.2 Rossby wave breaking

To examine the influence that each type of RWB has on AR intensity, we compare the

locations and characteristics of RWB for the strongest and weakest ARs. In general, ARs are

much more strongly associated with anticyclonic breaking than cyclonic breaking, especially

over the eastern Pacific (i.e. Fig. 3.11). Cyclonic breaking associated with the progression of

ARs over the basin and at landfall is dispersed relative to the location of the AR centroids
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Figure 3.12: Relationship between the location of the AR (filled black dot) and anticyclonic
RWB for the (a-d) 11 strongest and (e-h) 11 weakest ARs. Using the same regions as in
Fig. 3.10, for each panel, the region the AR is in is outlined in black and all breaking
occurring within and leading that region is plotted, where shading indicates the position of
breaking (PVU) and size indicates its zonal extent.
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(not shown). The weakest ARs are associated with an increase in the frequency of cyclonic

RWB in the eastern Pacific relative to the strongest ARs (not shown). However, the average

zonal extent of cyclonic breaking for both groups generally decrease as the ARs progress into

the eastern Pacific. We focus on the influence of anticyclonic RWB on AR intensity for the

remainder of this section.

To illustrate the influence of anticyclonic breaking on ARs, we investigate the breaking

locations in relation to the average position of the AR centroid for the strongest and weakest

ARs. Each row of Fig. 3.12 shows all anticyclonic breaking events that occur simultaneously

with the centroid in the region outlined in black (both within the region and east of the

region). The sizes of the colored markers are scaled according to the zonal extent of each

breaking event. The shading of the markers indicates the PV contour on which overturning

is detected in units of PVU. At 200 hPa, breaking is generally detected between 0.5 PVU and

8 PVU, consistent with breaking recorded for the 350 K level in Strong and Magnusdottir

(2008a).

The strong association of ARs with anticyclonic RWB is consistent with position of ARs

on the equatorward side of the jet and the location of the wintertime anticyclonic surf zone

in the eastern Pacific (Abatzoglou and Magnusdottir , 2006; Strong and Magnusdottir , 2008a).

For the strongest ARs, anticyclonic breaking is almost exclusively limited equatorward of

the AR centroid and stays relatively concentrated as the AR moves eastward (Fig. 3.12a-d).

For the weakest ARs, breaking is much more dispersed meridionally and is less concentrated

(Fig. 3.12e-h). The overall frequency of anticyclonic breaking is slightly higher for the weakest

ARs, however, there are no apparent trends in the frequency of breaking in each region for

either the strongest or weakest ARs. The average zonal extents of the breaking events

increase for the strongest ARs (from 9.3 to 10.6 arc length units) and decrease for the

weakest ARs (from 10.6 to 9.1 arc length units) as the AR propagates eastwards. For the

strongest ARs, anticyclonic RWB becomes more spatially concentrated equatorward of the

AR centroid, as the AR approaches landfall (Fig. 3.12c-d).
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3.5.3 Anticyclonic RWB characteristics of all landfalling ARs

We extend our results to the entire AR climatology and consider the frequency and extent

of anticyclonic RWB for all landfalling AR dates compared to the RWB climatology for the

extended winter. Figure 3.13 shows the relative frequency, γ, and average zonal extent,

L, for anticyclonic RWB for the climatology for the extended winter (a), all landfalling

AR dates (b) and for the selected subset of extreme landfalling AR dates (c), respectively.

Accounting for differences in the datasets and the use of the 200 hPa pressure surface, the

general location of average zonal extent and breaking frequency are consistent with Strong

and Magnusdottir (2008a, their Fig. 2a). Breaking events at this level are detected between

0.5 PVU and 8 PVU, again, generally consistent with the findings in Strong and Magnusdottir

(2008a). Comparison of Figs. 3.13b-c to Fig. 3.13a shows that the maximum in anticyclonic

RWB frequency is shifted eastward, over the coast, for AR dates. The strongest AR dates

are associated with a substantially higher frequency of anticyclonic breaking in the eastern

Pacific, located over the coastline and slightly equatorward of the relative frequency for all

ARs over the time period.

3.6 Discussion and conclusions

This study uses MERRA reanalysis moisture and dynamical fields to investigate large scale

features of ARs at landfall and the role of RWB in modifying their behavior and intensity

over the Pacific basin prior to landfall. Landfalling ARs are identified as plume like fea-

tures in MF that are above a threshold determined by the data and in physical proximity

to the coastline of North America. We investigate the general characteristics of AR landfall

over the extended winter (November through March) over more than three decades (1979

to 2011) by setting this threshold to the 85th percentile of peak daily MF averaged over the

region defined in Fig. 3.1a. For a more in-depth investigation, from this dataset of land-

falling ARs, we objectively select 112 landfalling AR dates by changing the set threshold to

the 95th percentiles of peak daily MF and total daily precipitation, again, averaged over the

region defined in Fig. 3.1a. The 112 AR dates include 4 significant AR storms that are well
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documented in the literature. A tracking algorithm based on MF was developed to expand

each landfalling event to its full lifetime, from its first appearance in the extratropics as a

persistent feature to its termination after making landfall. Use of this tracking algorithm

allows for an investigation of the characteristics of each AR, specifically intensity and the

path of its centroid over time.

Approximately 15% of the dates are landfalling AR days. The largest and most intense

landfalling AR days occur in November, with fewer and less intense ARs later in the season.

Latitude of landfall shifts equatorward, with the poleward-most ARs occurring in November

and the equatorward-most ARs occurring in March. While there are no seasonal trends in

total daily precipitation, positive precipitation anomalies shift equatorward over the course

of the season (not shown), in line with the seasonality of extreme precipitation events in the

western United States (e.g., Fig. 3 in Ralph et al. 2014).

Composites of landfalling AR events show a close relationship between ARs, the 200

hPa PV field and the closely associated 200 hPa jet. The most noticeable difference in ARs

between the different phases of ENSO is in the latitude of landfall. Most landfalling AR

dates occur during El Niño, and the fewest occur during La Niña. The MJO is shown to

modulate the intensity of landfalling ARs, as well as, precipitation totals.

While seasonality in the jet structure may influence the intensity of ARs prior to land-

fall, not all of the most intense ARs make landfall early in the season. Investigation of

the upper-level characteristics of the extreme subset of dates tracked over the basin shows

some common features, such as an extended strong jet and the formation of RWB in the

eastern Pacific (Fig. 3.8f-j). Focusing on the behavior of the tracked ARs over the basin, the

strongest ARs first appear in the extratropics in the western Pacific and their trajectories

generally correspond to the equatorward side of the jet. Composites of upper-level fields fol-

lowing the progression of the AR eastwards over the basin, show a close relationship between

Rossby wave-activity flux and moisture flux. In general, most of the ARs studied formed in

association with Rossby wave propagation in the central Pacific, eventually terminating as
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anticyclonic RWB took place in the east Pacific.

We focus on the dynamical differences influencing AR intensity prior to landfall by com-

paring the strongest dates to the weakest dates in our subset, determined based on the 90th

and 10th percentiles of the lifetime intensity of all 112 tracked ARs, respectively. The dif-

ferences in the strongest and weakest ARs are apparent in the development and extent of

anticyclonic RWB in the east Pacific. The strongest ARs are associated with a well devel-

oped anticyclonic breaking ‘bay’ in the east Pacific, a strong, but highly perturbed, jet, a

tight low pressure center to the north or northwest and a persistent high pressure center

to the south or southeast. The weakest ARs are associated with less extensive RWB, that

occurs later in the lifetime of the AR, a less perturbed jet, a shallower low pressure center

to the north and the absence of a persistent high pressure center to the south.

What emerges from this study is the clear dominant influence of extratropical dynamics

in terms of Rossby wave propagation and Rossby wave breaking over the east Pacific on the

existence of landfalling West Coast ARs. ARs are associated with strong anticyclonic RWB

over the east Pacific. This is a dynamically robust region of the world where anticyclonic

RWB has been shown to lead to a positive polarity of the North Atlantic Oscillation far

downstream (Strong and Magnusdottir , 2008b).

Our results present a physical link between the large-scale climate patterns and ARs over

the North Pacific. Previous studies have alluded to a connection between climate patterns

and ARs based on correlations between signatures of ARs on land and climate pattern in-

dices. The physical link is the process of RWB that takes place on a similar time scale as

the AR lifetime. We have shown a direct link between RWB and ARs. Thus we conclude

that the way in which ARs are modulated by extratropical climate patterns is driven by the

interaction of these climate patterns with RWB (Strong and Magnusdottir , 2008b; Rivière,

2010).
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Chapter 4

Development of persistent landfalling

atmospheric rivers over the eastern North

Pacific

Abstract

Landfalling atmospheric rivers (ARs) are linked to heavy precipitation and extreme flooding,

most notably along the western coast of North America. The duration and magnitude of

landfalling ARs are correlated to their hydrological impacts on land. The forecast of these

hydrologically significant landfalling events can be improved through a better understanding

of the mechanisms leading to their formation and evolution prior to landfall.

A subset of persistent landfalling AR events is identified in 3-hrly MERRA reanalysis

and validated against observational datasets. These events are identified as lower tropo-

spheric wind and moisture features with extended geometry that persist over the coastline

for longer than two days. A composite analysis of persistent landfalling events shows an

eastward extended, perturbed upper-level jet and anticyclonic overturning of potential vor-

ticity contours, indicating anticyclonic Rossby wave breaking. The association of persistent

circulation anomalies with long-duration ARs is investigated using weather regime analy-

sis. Three weather regimes identified using K-means clustering of daily anomalies of the

700 hPa geopotential height field. Only one of the three regimes is found to be associated

with anomalously enhanced moisture transport and contains the highest frequency of AR

occurrence. Slight differences are found between persistent and all AR events within this

regime.
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4.1 Introduction

Atmospheric rivers (ARs) are synoptic scale, filamentary features with high water vapor

content in the lower troposphere that have also been shown to play an important role in the

regional hydrology of the western coastline of North America. Their interaction with topog-

raphy and inland extension have been linked to extreme precipitation and flooding (Ralph

et al., 2005, 2006; Dettinger , 2011; Ralph and Dettinger , 2012). However, despite their ex-

treme nature, ARs have also been shown to be an important source of water to the region,

providing up to 50% of total water resources (Guan et al., 2010; Dettinger , 2011). Improved

forecasts of the intensity and potential impacts of landfalling events to water resources is

therefore essential to the region.

Landfalling AR events vary greatly in duration and intensity. Variability in these char-

acteristics contribute to the large interannual variability in total precipitation found over

the region (Dettinger et al., 2011; Ralph and Dettinger , 2012). Along with precursor soil

moisture conditions, the duration and magnitude of landfalling AR events are strongly asso-

ciated with their hydrological impacts (Ralph et al., 2013; Moore et al., 2012). In particular,

ARs with sustained and persistent moisture transport are connected to heavy precipita-

tion on land. Moore et al. (2012) documented the role of a persistent AR that contributed

heavy rainfall and flooding over central Tennessee and Kentucky over a two day period in

May 2010. They attributed the development of two quasi-stationary mesoscale convection

systems to the near constant presence of an AR over the region. Ralph et al. (2013) in-

vestigated the hydrological characteristics of landfalling events over a six year period, using

station-based observations near the Russian River basin in California. While the average

duration of events passing over this region were 20 hours, persistent events in excess of 30

hours were observed. Little has been done to investigate the mechanisms contributing to the

development of persistent ARs at the large-scale over the North Pacific (e.g. Ramos et al.,

2015). The forecast of these hydrologically significant landfalling events can be improved

through a better understanding of the mechanisms leading to their formation and evolution
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prior to landfall, a point that has not been sufficiently explored in the current literature.

Large-scale influences on precipitation over western North America have been exten-

sively investigated in the literature. Strong evidence for the role of teleconnection patterns

in the modulation of precipitation and snowpack exists for the El Niño – Southern Oscilla-

tion (ENSO ; Ropelewski and Halpert , 1987; Dettinger et al., 1998; Mo and Higgins , 1998a,b;

Higgins et al., 2000, 2007; Cayan and Redmond , 1994), the Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO;

Guan et al., 2010, 2012), the Northern Annular Mode (NAM; also referred to as the Arctic

Oscillation or AO in the literature; Higgins et al., 2007; McAfee and Russell , 2008; Guan

et al., 2013), and the Pacific-North American pattern (PNA; Cayan, 1996; Guan et al.,

2013). These patterns of variability are important on seasonal and interannual timescales.

Against this slowly-varying climate framework, we investigate the question of variation in

the duration of landfalling ARs. To do this, we focus on dominant patterns of persistence in

atmospheric flow, known as weather regimes. The timescales of these weather regimes vary

from a few days and up to two weeks (Legras and Ghil , 1985; Reinhold and Pierrehumbert ,

1982; Robertson and Ghil , 1999). These persistent weather patterns have been connected

to both temperature (Michelangeli et al., 1995; Carrera et al., 2004) and precipitation (Ely

et al., 1994; Robertson and Ghil , 1999; Ramos et al., 2014; Carrera et al., 2004) anomalies

over North America and Europe.

Our aim is to investigate the characteristics of persistent AR events over the North Pa-

cific. Here, we address two main questions: (1) How are these events different from ‘normal’

AR conditions? and (2) Are the upper-level characteristics of these events uniquely associ-

ated with intense wintertime moisture transport? Our data and methods are described in

section 4.2. A description of the dataset of landfalling events used in this investigation and

a composite analysis of persistent AR events are shown in sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.2. Weather

regime analysis and the association of persistent atmospheric patterns with anomalous mois-

ture transport are shown in section 4.3.3. This chapter finishes with a brief summary and a

discussion of future work on this topic.
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4.2 Data and Methods

4.2.1 Data

We use the Modern-Era Retrospective Analysis for Research and Applications (MERRA)

reanalysis dataset, available from 1979 to 2014 (Rienecker et al., 2011). Geopotential height

(Z), sea level pressure (SLP) and potential vorticity (PV) are retrieved from pressure lev-

els at reduced spatial resolution (1.25◦ × 1.25◦) at 3-hrly intervals. Derived variables, the

magnitude of vertically integrated moisture flux MF and integrated precipitable water PW,

are calculated as in Chapter 2. Total precipitation is retrieved at native spatial resolution

(2/3◦ × 1/2◦) at 1-hrly intervals. Precipitation data is converted from units of kg m−2 s to

units of mm hr−1 and the cumulative 3-hr precipitation total is calculated. The precipita-

tion data at 3-hrly intervals is linearly interpolated to reduced spatial resolution for use with

moisture and dynamical fields.

Large-scale climate patterns, such as the El Niño - Southern Oscillation (ENSO), the

Madden-Julian Oscillation (MJO; Madden and Julian, 1972), the Northern Annular Mode

(NAM) and the Pacific-North American (PNA) teleconnection pattern have all been shown

to influence climate variability across western North America. As in Chapter 3, we use

the monthly Multivariate ENSO Index (MEI) and the daily Real-time Multivariate MJO

(RMM) index to quantify variations in ENSO and the MJO, respectively (Wheeler and Hen-

don, 2004; Wolter and Timlin, 1998). Only MJO phases with RMM amplitudes greater than

1 are considered in our analysis (for the purpose of removing weak MJO signals). The NAM

and PNA patterns are quantified using their respective monthly indices, available through

NOAA’s Climate Prediction Center.

4.2.2 Identification of AR conditions and event clustering

As in Payne and Magnusdottir (2014, 2015), we focus on wintertime landfalling ARs (Octo-

ber through March), defined by their physical proximity to the western coastline of North

America. Conditions along a single grid-point wide transect following the coastline are

recorded using MERRA reanalysis (25◦N to 60◦N, Oct - Mar, 1979 - 2014). A set of criteria
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Figure 4.1: Using MERRA reanalysis, (a) all 3-hrly timesteps in the winter season (OND-
JFM, 1979 - 2014) sorted according to the magnitude of integrated moisture transport
(MF, black line) as detected along the West Coast. Associated precipitation totals for each
timestep are shown in grey. Identified AR conditions are shown as filled black circles. (b) As
an example, identified AR events for the 2004 - 2005 winter season, with the median land-
falling latitude marked as a teal open circle. (c) All identified AR events sorted according
to duration, with long duration events falling above the 48-hr limit.
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based on observational studies are used to identify AR conditions at each 3-hrly timestep:

(1) MF ≥ 85th percentile (Lavers et al., 2012), (2) PW ≥ 2 cm (Ralph et al., 2004, 2005;

Neiman et al., 2008a), and (3) 850 hPa wind speed ≥ 10 m s−1 (Ralph et al., 2004, 2005).

The transect used to record conditions is shown in the insert of Fig. 4.1a and differs

slightly from the method in Payne and Magnusdottir (2014) as we only consider a single

gridpoint for each latitude for the region hugging the coastline. Since the purpose of this

research is to look at duration of each landfalling event rather than general characteristics,

averaging over a zonal section as in Payne and Magnusdottir (2014) may introduce uncer-

tainty in the duration of the event by smoothing out its initiation or termination. Figure 4.1a

shows the distribution of all timesteps considered, sorted according to MF (black line) with

associated cumulative 3-hrly precipitation (grey line). The timesteps identified as having

AR conditions are marked by a filled black circle.

Timesteps that are identified as having AR conditions are clustered in time into distinct

landfalling events by grouping temporally and spatially consistent MF and PW. In order

to ensure the feature fits the definition of an AR, we require that it exceeds 2000 km in

length at least once in its lifetime (e.g. Lavers et al., 2012). To reduce false identification,

AR conditions must persist along the coastline for longer than 18 hours (e.g. Ramos et al.,

2015) and the latitude at which the feature intersects the coastline must be consistent with

adjacent timesteps. As an example, Fig. 4.1b shows the latitudinal position (y-axis) and du-

ration (x-axis) of identified landfalling events for the 2004 - 2005 winter season. The average

latitudinal position of each event is shown as an open teal circle. Figure 4.1c shows all AR

events identified (479 total), where long-duration events are defined as those persisting over

the coastline for more than 48 hours.

This method does not take into account those ARs making landfall along the southern

coastline of Alaska north of 60◦N, which may be important for moisture transport to high

latitudes (e.g. Liu and Barnes , 2015), nor does it consider short duration events persisting

for less than 18 hours along the coastline.
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4.2.3 Weather regime analysis

Weather regimes for the North Pacific sector are calculated for all days within the winter

seasons for the 36 year period under investigation (October - March, 1979 - 2014) using daily

anomalies of the 700 hPa geopotential height field (Z700). Anomalies are calculated using

the daily climatology for each date between October 1979 and March 2015. Following the

methods in Yiou et al. (2007), in order to isolate the dominant atmospheric patterns, the

leading 15 Empirical Orthogonal Functions (EOFs) and Principal Components (PCs) for the

North Pacific sector (20◦N to 80◦N, 130◦E to 120◦W) are calculated using Z700 anomalies.

A K-means clustering algorithm based on Michelangeli et al. (1995) is applied to the PCs

to categorize each day within the period of interest to one of four centroids according to a

spatial correlation coefficient (r > 0.25). In-line with our definition of a persistent AR, only

days with regimes lasting at minimum two days are considered.

For simplicity, we consider only three weather regimes following the example in ?. How-

ever, there is some disagreement on the number of robust regimes for the North Pacific

sector (e.g. Smyth et al., 1999). Work in Robertson and Ghil (1999) identified six regimes

for the North Pacific sector. They determined that these six regimes were a subset of the

ones identified in Michelangeli et al. (1995).

4.2.4 Statistical significance

Statistical significance throughout the chapter is assessed using a two-sample Student’s t-test

at the 95% significance level. In composite maps, significance is indicated by grey stippling.

4.3 Results

Our results are divided into three parts. First we discuss characteristics of the persistent

landfalling event dataset, then we investigate whether persistent ARs show unique charac-

teristics compared to the climatology of all AR events identified. Finally, we approach our

research questions from a different angle and investigate whether the upper-level character-

istics identified for persistent events are uniquely associated with high moisture transport
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of average duration of (a) all ARs to (b) persistent ARs. Calculated
as the average number of timesteps with MF ≥ 250 kg m−1 s−1.

using weather regime analysis.

4.3.1 Overview of dataset

Over the 36 year period considered in this investigation, 7042 3-hrly time-steps were identified

as having landfalling conditions (MF ≥ 85th percentile, PW ≥ 2 cm, 850 hPa wind speed

≥ 10 m s−1). These timesteps are clustered into 496 landfalling events, for an average of 13

events identified over each 6 month half-year. From this dataset, 62 events were identified

as persisting for longer than 48 hours.

Many AR identification schemes exist in the literature (see discussion in Chapter 2; e.g.

Lavers et al., 2012; Guan and Waliser , 2015). However, few can be applied to an analysis
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of AR duration. Outside of case studies, identification schemes generally identify time-steps

with AR conditions rather than multi-timestep events. To place our results in context, we

compare our dataset of landfalling AR events against existing records. Our dataset shows

excellent agreement with the reanalysis-based dataset used in Guan and Waliser (2015),

with 92% overlap (97% with a ± 2 day buffer). Our dataset is in general agreement with

56% overlap with older records that use satellite-derived humidity observations (no wind)

to identify landfalling events in total column precipitable water (Neiman et al., 2008a).

However, agreement increases to 98% with a ± 2 day buffer. All notable landfalling events

singled out in the literature are captured by our dataset (e.g. Leung and Qian, 2009; Galewsky

and Sobel , 2005; Ralph et al., 2003, 2006, 2011; Smith et al., 2010; Neiman et al., 2008b,

2011).

Consistent with a similar analysis in Ramos et al. (2015) and with findings in Ralph

et al. (2013), the majority of the AR events identified persist between approximately 24-

to 36-hours with only a few persisting longer than 48 hours. We show average duration

of AR conditions (calculated as MF ≥ 250 kg m−1 s−1) over all AR events in our dataset

compared to those in the persistent AR subset in Fig. 4.2, following the measure used in Rutz

et al. (2014). Consistent with their findings, the landfalling ARs are most present along the

coastline of the Pacific Northwest. The maximum duration averaged over all AR events is 26

hours. The average duration decreases to approximately 2 hours at lower latitudes, again,

consistent with Rutz et al. (2014, their Figure 1a). Comparison of the average duration

of all ARs to the average duration of the subset of persistent ARs shows a large increase

(Fig. 4.2b). While the spatial structure between the two panels is similar, the maximum

averaged duration for the persistent ARs is 50 hours. The in-land extension of AR conditions

is more pronounced in this subset. The agreement of this dataset with established records

and the clear difference in average duration between persistent and all AR events supports

its use for an investigation of variability in the timing of landfalling events.
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Figure 4.3: Normalized comparison of persistent ARs (yellow) to all ARs (green) for ENSO,
PNA, NAM and the MJO.
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4.3.2 Are persistent events different?

Results in Chapter 3 highlight the importance of large-scale climate patterns on the behavior

of landfalling ARs. The purpose of this section is to determine whether persistent landfalling

events are uniquely different from all landfalling events. We start with an investigation of

the relationship between AR duration and large-scale patterns of variability and finish with

a composite analysis of the differences between persistent ARs and all AR events in relevant

dynamical and moisture fields.

Large-scale patterns

Figure 4.3 shows the normalized distribution of persistent ARs (in yellow) compared against

all ARs (in green) categorized according to the indices of ENSO, the PNA pattern, the NAM

and the MJO (for RMM amplitudes greater than 1). Among the four modes of variability,

the largest difference between the two datasets occurs in association with the eastward

propagation of the MJO. Persistent AR events are more frequent during MJO phases 3, 6,

7 and 8. The increased frequency found in phases 3 and 6 is consistent with work in Guan

et al. (2012), which showed MJO modulation of the Sierra Nevada snowpack, and in phases 7

and 8 is consistent with work in Payne and Magnusdottir (2014). They showed these phases

to be associated with a strong equatorward-shifted zonal wind anomalies and positive MF

anomalies. As the Guan et al. (2012) study focused on a limited region over the Sierra

Nevadas, the reduction in snowpack in phases 7 and 8 may be a function of variations in AR

characteristics and landfalling location.

Among the remaining three modes of variability, while there are no significant differences

between persistent and all ARs, the identified events as a whole show patterns consistent

with previous work. Guan et al. (2013) showed weakened MF in association with La Niña

conditions and strengthened MF in association with El Niño conditions. The relationship

between ARs and ENSO was further explored in Payne and Magnusdottir (2014). They

found that the highest number of AR conditions occur during El Niño and the fewest during

La Niña, roughly consistent with what is seen in Fig. 4.3. Furthermore, the higher frequency
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of positive PNA and negative NAM ARs is consistent with stronger moisture transport over

the basin as shown in Guan et al. (2013). A slightly higher number of persistent events

are found during negative NAM conditions, consistent with results in Guan et al. (2013).

However, unlike in Guan et al. (2013), we do not find the same relationship between the

negative NAM and PNA.

Hydrological importance

To investigate whether the persistent events isolated in our subset are associated with sig-

nificant precipitation events, we compare both the 99th percentile and mean precipitation

totals over the region between persistent ARs (lasting longer than 48 hours) and transient

ARs (lasting shorter than 18 hours) in Fig. 4.4. The number of events described by these

two subsets are approximately equal, with 62 persistent events and 77 short events (compare

dashed lines in Fig. 4.1c).

For both datasets, precipitation is concentrated over the coastal mountains along the

Pacific Northwest, consistent with findings in Rutz et al. (2014). Persistent AR events

show higher precipitation rates at both the 99th percentile level and against the mean over

all timesteps. The relationship between persistent events and heavy precipitation remains

when compared against all AR events (not shown).

Composite analysis

In order to summarize the differences between persistent events and all ARs, we investigate

differences in composites of SLP, MF, PW and 350 K PV (Fig. 4.5). Persistent events are

associated with a broad, deep low pressure anomaly slightly equatorward of mean location

of the the Aleutian Low (Fig. 4.5a). Consistent with this cyclonic circulation anomaly,

extensive positive anomalies in PW and MF extend from near Hawaii to the northeast over

the Pacific Northwest (Figs. 4.5b and 4.5c). Upper-level PV shows an extensive negative

anomaly centered over the western United States, with a positive anomaly over the Pacific,

a signature of consistent with the development of anticyclonic Rossby wave breaking inland
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Figure 4.6: (top row) Composites of daily anomalies of Z700 (shading) and MF (contour,
starting from 5 kg m−1 s−1 in intervals of 10, red is positive and blue is negative) for each
of the regimes identified using the clustering algorithm. The total number of days (out of
ONDJFM, 1979 - 2014) categorized into each regime is shown in the upper left of each panel.
Only statistically significant Z700 anomalies are shown. (bottom row) Composites of daily
anomalies of precipitation categorized into each regime. Grey stippling shows statistical
significance of Z700 anomalies at the 95% level.

from the coastal region. This finding is in agreement with the strong association between

ARs and anticyclonic Rossby wave breaking identified in Payne and Magnusdottir (2014).

However, this negative anomaly is shifted eastward relative to the breaking pattern found in

Fig. 3.13.

4.3.3 Are large-scale characteristics unique?

Here, we shift our focus from AR events to persistent weather regimes over all dates in the

winter half-year for the years 1979 to 2014. The purpose of this section is to determine

whether persistent circulation anomalies can explain the differences between persistent and

all AR events. We use the K-means algorithm described in section 4.2 to classify daily Z700

anomalies over all timesteps into three weather regimes. Of the 6552 days in the entire time

period, only 4708 are included in each composite as they meet the criteria for the persistence

of the weather regime (≥ 2 days) and spatial correlation (r > 0.25). The top row of Fig. 4.6
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Figure 4.7: Frequency of occurrence of AR events during each regime for (grey) all ARs
and (green) persistent ARs.

shows composite Z700 and MF anomalies for each weather regime. The three regimes shown

are consistent with the findings in Kimoto and Ghil (1993, KG93), Michelangeli et al. (1995,

MVL95) and Robertson and Ghil (1999, RG99). The three regimes are (1) a reverse PNA-

like pattern (regime 2 in KG93, regime 3 in MVL95, and regime 4 in RG99), (2) a PNA-like

pattern (regime 1 in KG93, regime 2 in MVL95, and regime 2 in RG99), and (3) a blocking-

type pattern (regime 6 in KG93, regime 3 in MVL95 and regime 5 in RG99). The total

number of days included in each composite is shown in the upper left of each panel

The three weather regimes are associated with varying circulation and moisture trans-

port anomalies. Positive MF anomalies are found along the coastline only in weather regime

2. This pattern is characterized by a deep trough over the mean position of the Aleutian

low and a weak ridge over central North America. The positive MF anomalies are associ-

ated with positive precipitation anomalies along the coastline of the Pacific Northwest and

western Canada (bottom row of Fig. 4.6), consistent with results in Pandey et al. (1999)

for precipitation over the northern Sierra Nevadas. Weather regimes 3 shows negative pre-

cipitation anomalies the Pacific Northwest, but little change in the southern portion of the

domain. This is roughly consistent with work in Carrera et al. (2004). They showed an
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increased frequency of heavy precipitation days in the Southwest and Intermountain West of

the United States associated with the development of blocking over Alaska (consistent with

our regime 3).

The differences between the three weather regimes are highlighted when we focus on the

normalized frequency of occurrence of both persistent and all AR events for each regime

(Fig. 4.7). In agreement with the strongly positive MF along the coastline, ARs are dom-

inantly associated with the the PNA-like weather regime, with a slightly higher number

associated with persistent events. Weather regime 3 has the second highest percentage, with

a larger difference between the two datasets. The differences between weather regimes 2 and

3 may be related to different controlling mechanisms for ARs impacting the northern and

southern ends of the region under investigation.

The three weather regimes described here follow the approach in Michelangeli et al.

(1995), who argued that a higher number of regimes over the North Pacific might be the

result of an unstable solution. This point was further discussed in Smyth et al. (1999). They

used a mixture model to identify a conservative number of stable weather regimes for the

Northern Hemisphere, finding two to be the most stable consisting of PNA-like and reverse

PNA-like patterns. The larger number of regimes reported in (Robertson and Ghil , 1999)

and in (Kimoto and Ghil , 1993) were found to be subsets of more stable solutions. Despite

this, (Robertson and Ghil , 1999) argues that limiting the number of regimes may mask im-

portant physical relationships. The small differences between persistent ARs and all ARs

seen for weather regimes 2 and 3 argue for a detailed investigation of whether a larger number

of weather regimes might allow for further differentiation of the two datasets.

4.4 Conclusions

Here, we use a unique dataset to investigate the duration of AR events and to quantify

differences between persistent ARs and the climatology of all ARs. The dataset used in this

research shows excellent agreement with existing records of landfalling events. Comparison

of the average duration of each AR event to the average duration of persistent events shows
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that long-duration events do show persistence along the coastline.

Our results highlight the large-scale differences of persistent AR events. Composite

analysis of dynamical and moisture fields show significant differences in SLP, PW, MF and

350 K PV. The association between ARs and anticyclonic Rossby wave breaking shown in

Chapter 3 persists for persistent events, but is shifted inland over western North America.

Three weather regimes are isolated for the North Pacific sector following the methodology

of Michelangeli et al. (1995). The highest frequency of AR occurrence is found for a PNA-

like weather regime, which shows a deep trough centered near the mean position of the

Aleutian Low and positive MF along the coastline. A composite of precipitation anomalies

for this regime are positive, consistent with MF. While there is a slightly higher frequency

of persistent events for this regime, the difference is not significant. A second regime, the

blocking-type pattern, may be associated with impacts to the southern part of the domain.

Total frequency for this second regime is less than the PNA-like pattern, but show a larger

difference between persistent ARs and all ARs. These results motivate future work to look

at the effect of increasing the total number of regimes.
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Chapter 5

An evaluation of atmospheric rivers over the

North Pacific in CMIP5 and their response to

warming under RCP 8.5

As appears in:

Payne, A. E. and G. Magnusdottir (2015), An evaluation of atmospheric rivers over the

North Pacific in CMIP5 and their response to warming under RCP 8.5, Journal of Geophys-

ical Research Atmospheres, 120, 11,173 - 11,190, doi: 10.1002/2015JD023586.

Abstract

Landfalling atmospheric rivers over the North Pacific are evaluated in historical (1980 -

2005) simulations from 28 models participating in the fifth phase of the Coupled Model

Intercomparison Project (CMIP5) and compared to the MERRA and ERA-Interim reanal-

yses. Landfalling dates are identified as having spatially elongated high wind and moisture

features in physical proximity to the coastline. Model performance relative to reanalysis

is found to be quite variable. The majority can resolve the spatial structure of landfalling

events, but few correctly resolve the frequency distribution, interannual variability in number

and amplitude of moisture flux, and median landfalling latitude.

The response of a subset of high performing models to projected warming at the end

of the 21st century is investigated using Representative Concentration Pathway (RCP) 8.5

(2070 - 2100) projections. Selected models show a broadening of the frequency distribution,

with the largest increase in frequency occurring equatorward of peak historical frequency.

While there is a robust increase in AR-related moisture transport compared to the historical
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period, this increase is not linked to more extreme AR events within the context of the

projected future climate. The occurrence of years with many AR dates is greater at the

end of the 21st century than during the historical period. The equatorward increase in peak

historical frequency is co-located with increases in the 850- and 250-hPa zonal winds. The

moisture flux response to warming is mostly thermodynamic, but dominated by a dynamic

response equatorward of its peak distribution.

5.1 Introduction

Despite their filamentary geometry, atmospheric rivers (ARs) play an important role in

meridional moisture transport and in the global redistribution of heat from the tropics (Zhu

and Newell , 1998; Bao et al., 2006; Newman et al., 2012). They are characterized by high

moisture content and a strong low-level jet (Ralph et al., 2004). ARs are closely associated

with the warm conveyor belt within the warm sector of extratropical cyclones and are sus-

tained by pre-frontal moisture convergence (Bao et al., 2006; Stohl et al., 2008; Sodemann

and Stohl , 2013; Dacre et al., 2015). When they cross over land (so-called landfall), they are

a major source of cold-season precipitation (Neiman et al., 2008a; Dettinger et al., 2011; Det-

tinger , 2013). The extreme precipitation and flooding that sometimes accompany landfalling

ARs over coastal areas with steep topography can have severe socio-economic consequences.

Given the essential role ARs play in the hydrological cycle and extratropical moisture

transport (Newman et al., 2012), the influence of projected climate change on AR behavior

must be considered. Lower-tropospheric atmospheric moisture is expected to increase with

warming, in-line with the Clausius-Clapeyron relation (see review in Meehl et al. (2007)).

The increase in atmospheric moisture with warming has been found to result in a robust

increase in the horizontal moisture transport in model projections, with little change in ver-

tical mass fluxes (Held and Soden, 2006; Lavers et al., 2015).

The association of ARs with extratropical cyclones and the mid-latitude storm track

must also be considered. In the Northern Hemisphere, amplified surface warming at high

latitudes decreases the surface meridional temperature gradient, while the warming of the
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tropical upper troposphere increases the upper level temperature gradient. These changes

are associated with an increase in upper tropospheric eddy kinetic energy and the vertical

expansion of the climatological storm track (Yin, 2005; Chang et al., 2012). ARs over the

eastern North Pacific are closely related to Rossby wave propagation and breaking (Ryoo

et al., 2013; Payne and Magnusdottir , 2014). Payne and Magnusdottir (2014) showed a link

between intense landfalling ARs and the development of anticyclonic Rossby wave breaking

over the eastern North Pacific. The association of Rossby wave breaking with the exit region

of the mid-latitude jet is, therefore, of importance in understanding the behavior of land-

falling ARs. Over the North Pacific, Barnes and Polvani (2013) have identified an increased

meridional wobbling of the jet at the end of the 21st century in Representative Concentra-

tion Path (RCP) 8.5 projections from the fifth phase of the Coupled Model Intercomparison

Project (CMIP5). Increased meridional variability of the jet has implications for the location

of breaking and is of interest in investigating the response of ARs to warming.

Much of the focus of recent research has been on the response of precipitation in warming

projections. Few studies have focused on the explicit response of ARs, as intense moisture

transport events, to warming. Dettinger (2011) was the first to investigate this topic using an

ensemble of projections from seven global climate models used in the fourth Intergovernmen-

tal Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) assessment report. Comparing historical simulations

to end of the century warming projections, he found an increase in moisture transport and

an increase in the number of years with many ARs. Investigation was furthered by use of

data from CMIP5 in Warner et al. (2015). They identified ARs using the 99th percentile

of moisture transport along a transect just off the coast of North America in thirty years

of historical simulations and RCP 8.5 projections from ten different models. Similar to the

findings in Dettinger (2011), Warner et al. (2015) found a robust increase in moisture trans-

port within ARs, but little change in lower-level winds. While focused on the eastern North

Atlantic, Lavers et al. (2013) found similar increases in AR intensity as Dettinger (2011)

and Warner et al. (2015) using an ensemble of five models participating in CMIP5 and a
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different method to identify ARs.

A comprehensive overview of the performance of the CMIP5 models in resolving land-

falling ARs over the North Pacific has yet to be undertaken. Here, we evaluate the statistics

of landfalling ARs in historical simulations of 28 different CMIP5 models. We add to the

existing research by identifying a subset of high performing CMIP5 models for North Pacific

ARs and characterize the AR response to warming using CMIP5 simulations under the RCP

8.5 forcing scenario. Our emphasis is on the large-scale dynamics, in association with Rossby

wave dynamics, that generate the sometimes quite delicate AR spatial structures (Payne and

Magnusdottir , 2014).

The purpose of this paper is two-fold: (1) to evaluate the ability of CMIP5 models to

simulate landfalling ARs over the eastern North Pacific and (2) to investigate the response

of AR behavior to projected climate change, specifically focusing on their dynamical re-

sponses. The paper is organized as follows. In section 5.2, we outline the CMIP5 models

and simulations we use, how landfalling ARs are identified in each dataset and summarize

our evaluation metrics. In section 5.3, we evaluate the ability of CMIP5 historical simula-

tions to resolve AR frequency over the North Pacific as compared to two different reanalysis

products. In section 5.4, we investigate changes in AR behavior in end of the century RCP

8.5 projections. We summarize our conclusions in section 5.5.

5.2 Data and Methods

5.2.1 Datasets

In order to comprehensively evaluate CMIP5 performance, we use data from 28 models

originating from 18 different modeling groups participating in CMIP5. From each model,

we use two sets of simulations: historical (1980 - 2004) and RCP 8.5 projections (2070

- 2099). Historical simulations are forced by both anthropogenic and natural changes in

atmospheric composition, and include changes in land cover (Taylor et al., 2012). While

data from historical simulations are available over the entire industrial period, we focus

on the years that have overlap with our reanalysis datasets (satellite era) and are common
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Table 5.1: Details for all 28 CMIP5 models used in order of resolution (historical, 1980 -
2005 and RCP 8.5, 2070 - 2100). A numerical identifier is shown in the first column, model
name in the second column, spatial resolution in the third column and modeling group in
the fourth column.

ID Model Resolution Group

01 CMCC-CESM 3.7 × 3.7 Centro Euro-Mediterraneo per I Cambiamenti Climatici

02 FGOALS-g2 3.1 × 3.1
LASG,Institute of Atmospheric Physics, Chinese Academy

of Sciences and CESS,Tsinghua University

03 BNU-ESM 2.8 × 2.8
College of Global Change and Earth System Science,

Beijing Normal University

04 bcc-csm1-1 2.8 × 2.8 Beijing Climate Center, China Meteorological Administration

05 CanESM2 2.8 × 2.8 Canadian Centre for Climate Modelling and Analysis

06 MIROC-ESM-CHEM 2.8 × 2.8

Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology,

Atmosphere and Ocean Research Institute (The University of Tokyo),

and National Institute for Environmental Studies

07 MIROC-ESM 2.8 × 2.8

Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology,

Atmosphere and Ocean Research Institute (The University of Tokyo),

and National Institute for Environmental Studies

08 GFDL-ESM2G 2.0 × 2.0 NOAA Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory

09 GFDL-ESM2M 2.0 × 2.0 NOAA Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory

10 NorESM1-M 1.9 × 1.9 Norwegian Climate Centre

11 IPSL-CM5A-LR 1.9 × 1.9 Institut Pierre-Simon Laplace

12 IPSL-CM5B-LR 1.9 × 1.9 Institut Pierre-Simon Laplace

13 CMCC-CMS 1.9 × 1.9 Centro Euro-Mediterraneo per I Cambiamenti Climatici

14 MPI-ESM-LR 1.9 × 1.9 Max Planck Institute for Meteorology

15 CSIRO-Mk3-6-0 1.9 × 1.9
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization in

collaboration with Queensland Climate Change Centre of Excellence

16 inmcm4 1.5 × 1.5 Institute for Numerical Mathematics

17 MIROC5 1.4 × 1.4

Atmosphere and Ocean Research Institute (The University of Tokyo),

National Institute for Environmental Studies, and Japan Agency for

Marine-Earth Science and Technology

18 CNRM-CM5 1.4 × 1.4
Centre National de Recherches Mètèorologiques/Centre Européen de

Recherche et Formation Avancee en Calcul Scientifique

19 IPSL-CM5A-MR 1.3 × 1.3 Institut Pierre-Simon Laplace

20 ACCESS1-0 1.2 × 1.2
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization

(CSIRO) and Bureau of Meteorology (BOM), Australia

21 ACCESS1-3 1.2 × 1.2
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization

(CSIRO) and Bureau of Meteorology (BOM), Australia

22 HadGEM2-CC 1.2 × 1.2 Met Office Hadley Centre

23 EC-EARTH 1.1 × 1.1 EC-EARTH consortium

24 MRI-CGCM3 1.1 × 1.1 Meteorological Research Institute

25 MRI-ESM1 1.1 × 1.1 Meteorological Research Institute

26 bcc-csm1-1-m 1.1 × 1.1 Beijing Climate Center, China Meteorological Administration

27 CCSM4 0.9 × 0.9 National Center for Atmospheric Research

28 CMCC-CM 0.7 × 0.7 Centro Euro-Mediterraneo per I Cambiamenti Climatici
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among all models. We evaluate the response of ARs to warming in the most extreme scenario

available, RCP 8.5, in which radiative forcing increases to a peak of 8.5 W m−2 by the end

of the 21st century (Taylor et al., 2012).

Only a handful of models output daily fields for multiple ensembles. Therefore, we

chose to limit our study to that of a single ensemble member from each model (the first

available). Specific humidity (q), and zonal and meridional winds (u, v) are downloaded

on pressure levels 1000-, 850-, 500-, 250-hPa from a central repository, the Earth System

Grid - Center for Enabling Technologies (ESG-CET) (http://pcmdi9.llnl.gov/esgf-web-fe/).

Further information on each model is detailed in Table 5.1.

We use reanalysis data to serve as an ‘observational’ comparison for quality control over

the period 1980 - 2004. We use MERRA reanalysis (Rienecker et al., 2011) at 1.25◦ ×

1.25◦ horizontal resolution, and ERA-Interim reanalysis (Dee et al., 2011) at 0.75◦ × 0.75◦

horizontal resolution. For consistency with CMIP5 data, daily averages are used. Both

reanalysis datasets have previously been used to study ARs and they perform well against

observational case studies (e.g. Jiang and Deng (2011); Lavers et al. (2012); Ryoo et al.

(2013); Rutz et al. (2014); Payne and Magnusdottir (2014)).

We focus on the extended winter (defined as October through March), which is considered

the active season for ARs over the North Pacific (Neiman et al., 2008a). Here, years are

referred to as starting in October and ending in March. As there is no consistent calendar

type between the different datasets, we remove 29 February from each leap year resulting in

a 365-day year. The exception is the Hadley model (HadGEM2-CC), which has a 360-day

year.

5.2.2 AR identification

We focus on ARs making landfall, which is defined by physical proximity to the coastline

between 30◦N and 60◦N in the eastern North Pacific, using the methods described in Payne

and Magnusdottir (2014) (see their Figure 1). We note that the spatial resolution of the

majority of the CMIP5 models is coarser than the fine-scale ARs. Therefore, in order to
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identify AR-like features in this dataset, we look for events with high moisture transport and

an elongated geometry, impacting the coastline. Since our analysis extends over different

models and two climates, landfalling AR dates are defined according to dataset-dependent

percentiles based on the historical simulation for each model (e.g. Lavers et al. (2012)).

Our threshold on vertically integrated moisture flux MF (as defined in Eq. 5.1 below) is

distribution based and fixed to the 85th percentile of MF over all dates for the extended

winter (Oct - Mar) (Lavers et al., 2013).

The following criteria are used to detect AR-like features: (1) MF exceeds the 85th

percentile over the landfall region (verified in all models to be above the static 250 kg m−1

s−1 threshold commonly used, e.g. Rutz et al. (2014); Warner et al. (2015)), (2) precipitable

water (PW, as defined in Eq. 5.2 below) exceeds 2 cm (Ralph et al., 2004; Neiman et al.,

2008a), (3) the 850 hPa zonal and meridional components of the wind are both positive and

the wind speed exceeds 10 m s−1 (Neiman et al., 2008a; Dettinger , 2011; Hagos et al., 2015).

We also require that the long axis of the identified feature extends more than 2000 km in the

zonal direction (Ralph et al., 2004). We note that the combination of the dataset-dependent

percentile thresholds over a range of variables means the total number of landfalling AR dates

varies between datasets. Using this set of criteria, MERRA captures 80% and ERA-Interim

captures 77% of the dates listed in Tables 1 and 2 of Neiman et al. (2008a). Both reanalysis

datasets capture the notable February 1986 and January 1997 landfalling AR events (Leung

and Qian, 2009).

Our reanalysis datasets are at spatial resolutions approximately equal to or higher than

the majority of the CMIP5 models investigated. For direct comparison of reanalysis with

CMIP5 data, we interpolate all datasets to a common 2◦×2◦ grid using bilinear interpolation

after case selection.

MF is calculated as the product of the horizontal wind speed and the specific humidity
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vertically integrated from 1000 hPa to 500 hPa:

MF (λ, φ, t) = g−1

∣∣∣∣∫ pt

ps

q(λ, φ, p, t)V(λ, φ, p, t)dp

∣∣∣∣ , (5.1)

where V is the horizontal velocity and q is specific humidity (both in SI units), g is 9.81 m

s−2, ps is 1000 hPa and pt is 500 hPa. We calculate the climatology for each date in the

extended winter, over all years, for each dataset (1980 - 2004 and 2070 - 2099, respectively).

For identified landfalling AR dates, the daily MF anomaly is the difference between the MF

value and the MF climatology for that day of the season.

PW is calculated as specific humidity in units of equivalent depth of a liquid unit column

of water, vertically integrated from 1000 hPa to 500 hPa:

PW (λ, φ, t) = (gρw)−1

∫ pt

ps

q(λ, φ, p, t)dp, (5.2)

where ρw is 1000 kg m−3.

The horizontal length of the feature is determined by connected gridpoints satisfying the

criteria on MF, PW and the 850 hPa horizontal winds (described above), trailing westward

from the point of landfall (similar to that described in Lavers et al. (2013)). With the

exception of seasonal and interannual analysis, we use composites over all landfalling dates

to investigate differences between reanalysis products and historical simulations.

5.2.3 Statistical metrics

We use several different measures to evaluate model performance in representing landfalling

ARs compared to the two reanalysis datasets. All horizontal calculations are weighted by the

normalized square-root of the cosine of latitude. Model bias (B) is defined as the difference

between the model historical data (M) and each reanalysis dataset (O). Spatial correlations

between each model and observations are quantified using the area-weighted Pearson corre-

lation coefficient (R).
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To describe the amplitude of the differences between the models and the observations,

we calculate the area-weighted root-mean square error (E):

E =

√√√√ N∑
i=1

(Mi −Oi)
2. (5.3)

To allow for the comparison of the error in each model for a given reanalysis dataset and

field, we calculate the relative model error, E
′

(Gleckler et al., 2008):

E
′
=
E − Ẽ
Ẽ

, (5.4)

where, Ẽ is the median error over all models for a given observational dataset and field. This

quantity allows for comparison of the relative amount of error in each model so that models

with a low E
′

have less error than models with a high E
′
.

While we use criteria-based methods to rank models in subsections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2, we

summarize model performance against reanalysis by quantifying model rank using the Taylor

score, S (Taylor , 2001):

S =
4 (1 +R)4

(σM/σO + σO/σM)2 (1 +Ro)
4 , (5.5)

where Ro is the maximum correlation attainable, which is here assumed to be 1, and σ is the

standard deviation of each model (σM) and of each reanalysis dataset (σO). For each model

we calculate the Taylor score for a range of variables, and approximate model performance

by averaging the Taylor scores over all variables. We weight the average model score by the

standardized difference from the average number of AR dates in reanalysis.

5.3 Evaluation of landfalling ARs in historical CMIP5 simulations

This section is broken into three parts; we focus on: (1) the frequency of AR-like conditions

over the basin during landfalling dates, (2) the total number of dates identified by each
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Figure 5.1: For historical simulations (1980 - 2004), AR frequency (shading, %) for all
models (lowest resolution, top left to highest resolution, bottom right) compared against
MERRA and ERA-Interim reanalysis in the lower right corner. Model bias (MERRA, dark
and ERA-Interim, light) is shown in contours (intervals of 10%, from ±10%, where blue is
negative and red is positive). The correlation coefficient is shown in the lower left corner
of each panel (MERRA, ERA-Interim). Only statistically significant bias shown (Student’s
t-test, 95% level).
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model, including their seasonal and interannual variability, and (3) the deviation in relevant

fields from reanalysis (frequency of occurrence, moisture flux, specific humidity, and the

zonal and meridional winds at 850- and 250-hPa). The purpose of this section is to identify

those models that best simulate the statistics of extreme moisture transport over the eastern

North Pacific. We focus our evaluation specifically on landfalling AR dates over the historical

period so that the selected models may be used to evaluate their response to warming in

RCP 8.5 simulations.

5.3.1 AR distribution and amplitude

AR frequency

Figure 5.1 shows the frequency of AR occurrence (shaded) and model bias (contoured) for

each of the CMIP5 models. Frequency is defined as the total number of times each gridpoint

satisfies criteria detailed in section 5.2.2, divided by the total number of landfalling AR dates

identified in each model over the entire time period (1980 - 2004, Oct - Mar). In order to

consider the role of model native resolution in their performance, panels are ordered from

lowest resolution in the top left (CMCC-CESM), to highest resolution in the bottom right

(CMCC-CM). The two reanalysis datasets are shown in the bottom right.

Comparison of the frequency distribution of the two reanalysis datasets shows excellent

agreement over the ocean (R = 0.988, p ≤ 0.01). Differences between the two datasets are

concentrated over land (not shown). Overall, models capture the general shape of AR fre-

quency. Frequency peaks in the Pacific Northwest and Northern California regions and drops

off towards lower latitudes along the coastline. From the coastline, this peak in frequency

trails westward and equatorward over the basin, consistent with observations (Neiman et al.,

2008a). Closer examination of the frequency distribution for each dataset, however, shows

large variation. Correlation coefficients (relative to MERRA and ERA-Interim, respectively)

are shown in the lower left of each panel and show variable performance, with correlations

ranging from a low of 0.69 (IPSL-CM5B-LR) to a high of 0.98 (EC-EARTH) (Fig. 5.1).

For a comprehensive overview of the distribution of AR frequency over the domain shown
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Figure 5.2: (a) The standardized distribution of non-zero AR frequency for each model in
order of resolution (left to right) and MERRA and ERA-Interim reanalysis (far right), as
represented by their median (black) and 25th (bottom edge) and 75th (top edge) percentiles.
For reference, the average median (solid grey) and 75th and 25th percentiles (dashed grey,
top and bottom, respectively) for both reanalysis are shown as horizontal lines. (b) For
statistically significant bias (Student’s t-test, 95% level), the average bias for each model
compared to (blue) MERRA and (orange) ERA-Interim reanalysis. (c) For AR frequency,
the standard deviation across all models (contour intervals of 2σ, from 6σ) and the multi-
model mean (shading, intervals of 10%, from 10%). The outlined region (25◦N - 60◦N) is
used to calculate anomalies for Fig. 5.3.

in Fig. 5.1, we show the standardized frequency distribution for each dataset (the frequency

distribution divided by its standard deviation) in Fig. 5.2a. Shading indicates values be-

tween the 25th and 75th percentiles and the solid black line refers to the median frequency.

Again, agreement between the two reanalysis datasets is excellent, with consistent median

(MERRA: 0.71, ERA-Interim: 0.67) and quantile values (MERRA: 0.23−1.50, ERA-Interim:

0.15−1.43). With the exception of MIROC-ESM-CHEM and MIROC-ESM, model frequency

distribution is generally consistent with reanalysis. Models tend to under-estimate median

frequency (∼ 0.1%/σ lower than average reanalysis) and high extremes (∼ 0.07%/σ lower

than average reanalysis).
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Model bias

Returning to Fig. 5.1, we show the spatial distribution of model bias calculated as the

difference in frequency between each model and each reanalysis dataset. Positive bias is

indicated by red contours, negative bias is indicated by blue contours, and each reanalysis

dataset is distinguished by contour shading (MERRA, dark colored contours and ERA-

Interim, light colored contours). At each gridpoint, we calculate significance using a two-

sided Student’s t-test in which the interannual variation in AR frequency is used for sample

variance, following the example in Anstey et al. (2013). Only statistically significant bias (at

the 95% level) is reported.

Comparison of the bias relative to each reanalysis dataset shows very good agreement

both in magnitude and in location (compare dark and light contours in Fig. 5.1). To provide

a quantitative overview of the bias in each model, Fig. 5.2b shows the average magnitude of

bias over all points for all models. While a comparison of bias between the lowest resolution

models (top left) and the highest resolution models (bottom right) show a general decrease

with increasing resolution, bias does not scale linearly with resolution. Changes in the

resolution of the common grid do not have any impact on the results reported here. Average

bias is generally positive indicating a spatial overestimation of AR frequency compared to

reanalysis. We confirm this in Fig. 5.2c where we show the multi-model composite of AR

frequency (shading) and its standard deviation calculated over all 28 models (contouring).

The figure illustrates the largest disagreement between models is concentrated equatorward

of the peak frequency, indicating disagreement in the average latitudinal position of AR

landfall. We note that this peak in standard deviation is not an artifact of high moisture.

MF distribution and amplitude

We further our investigation of the spatial variability of ARs in the different models in

Fig. 5.3, which shows Hövmoller diagrams of the seasonal variability over all years for

each model compared to reanalysis (in the lower right corner). Each seasonal composite

is composed of the sector zonal average (over the dashed box in Fig. 5.2c) standardized MF
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Figure 5.3: For historical simulations (1980 - 2004), a Hövmoller diagram of the interannual
variability for the extended winter (x-axis) of the sector zonal average (calculated over dashed
region in Fig. 5.2c) of daily anomalies of MF for landfalling AR dates. The median latitude
of positive MF anomalies in each model (black) is compared to that in the average of both
reanalysis (grey).

anomalies for all landfalling AR dates. Positive anomalies of MF, as areas of anomalously

high moisture transport, are used as a proxy for AR frequency. We compare the median

latitude of the peak in positive anomalies between each model (black) and the average over

reanalysis (grey). As we do not require an equal number of AR dates to be identified in

each model (discussed in detail in section 5.3.2), years with no identified dates are shown in

white. It is apparent from Fig. 5.3 that the performance of models in resolving AR latitude

compared to reanalysis varies greatly. While several models show an equatorward shift in

median latitude relative to reanalysis, this shift varies in magnitude and is not consistent

with changes in model resolution.
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Figure 5.4: For all models, a box-and-whisker plot
showing (a) the range of positive MF anomalies for land-
falling AR dates identified in each extended winter year
(Oct - Mar) and (b) yearly counts of landfalling AR
dates. The solid boxes show the model spread between
the 25th and the 75th quantiles, with the median shown
as a black line. The circles represent outliers. The aver-
ages for MERRA (blue) and ERA-Interim (orange) are
shown in each panel. The range of the high performing
subset of models is shown in grey shading, with their
average (black) in reference to the evaluation in (a) sec-
tion 5.3.1 and (b) section 5.3.2.

Differences in the amplitude of

positive MF anomalies are less con-

sistent with changes in resolution.

Figure 5.4a shows the yearly am-

plitude of positive MF anomalies

(shown in Fig. 5.3) across all mod-

els compared to the average am-

plitude from reanalysis (MERRA,

blue and ERA-Interim, orange).

For models, we note that we are fo-

cusing not on the year-to-year vari-

ability, but rather on the overall

amplitude of variability. While the

median amplitude of the standard-

ized positive MF anomalies is con-

sistent with reanalysis, the total

range of values over all models is

quite large. In particular, model

extremes are largely overestimated.

This may be due to differences in

the total number of dates identi-

fied in each model, which will be

addressed in section 5.3.2.

Overview

In this subsection we evaluated the distribution of landfalling AR dates in historical model

simulations and investigated differences in the amplitude of identified events using MF

anomalies. Based our analysis, we can characterize high performing models as those hav-
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Figure 5.5: (a) The total number of landfalling dates selected by each model (lowest reso-
lution, lightest grey and highest resolution, darkest grey) compared to reanalysis (MERRA,
blue and ERA-Interim, orange). (b) The separation of the total number of landfalling dates
into monthly counts. The subset of high performing models identified in section 5.3.1 are
marked with an asterisk.
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ing: (1) high spatial correlation of AR frequency relative to reanalysis (R≥ .93), (2) low

average bias (B ≤ 1), and (3) a median latitude of positive MF anomalies close to the av-

erage of reanalysis (≤ 3◦). By this criterion, an initial subset of high performing models

include CanESM2, MPI-ESM-LR, CNRM-CM5, IPSL-CM5A-MR, ACCESS1-0, ACCESS1-

3, HadGEM2-CC, EC-EARTH and CCSM4. To test the performance of this subset against

all models considered, we return to Fig. 5.4a, where we show their range (shading) in posi-

tive MF anomalies. These models show a marked improvement of the multi-model ensemble

and generally capture the range of the interannual variability of MF amplitude in reanalysis.

Many of the extreme outliers present in the original 28 models are excluded in this subset.

5.3.2 Seasonal evolution and interannual variability

Total counts and seasonal evolution

Figure 5.5 shows the total number of landfalling dates identified in each dataset and the

breakdown of that total into the number identified in each month. Resolution increases from

left to right with the two reanalysis datasets shown at the far right side of the figure. There is

rather good agreement between the two reanalysis datasets, with more AR dates identified in

ERA-Interim (322) than in MERRA (258). Compared to reanalysis, the number of AR dates

identified in models varies widely. The highest number of landfalling dates are identified in

inmcm4 (501) and the fewest are identified in MIROC-ESM-CHEM (26). Generally, increases

in model resolution are associated with an increased consistency in the number of identified

AR dates compared with reanalysis.

From observations we know that the highest number of landfalling events (over the entire

coastline) occur early in the season (Neiman et al., 2008a). Models generally perform well

against observations, identifying more AR dates early in the season. Exceptions to this

seasonality include NorESM1-M, MIROC5 and CSIRO-Mk3-6-0.

Interannual variability in total counts

Figure 5.4b shows the interannual variability of identified landfalling dates for each year in

the historical period as compared to the two reanalysis datasets for all models. Again, the
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two reanalysis datasets are consistent with each other, with notable exceptions in 1982, 1990

and 1995. However, given the difference in the total number of dates identified by each

dataset, this is to be expected (there are 64 more dates identified in ERA-Interim). While

the number of identified dates in all models varies widely each year, their average amplitude

is generally consistent with observations.

Overview

In this subsection we evaluated the number of AR dates identified and their seasonal and

interannual variation. We add to our criteria of high performing models from section 5.3.1, to

include: (1) total counts consistent with observations (within 100 of the average of reanalysis)

and (2) a higher number of identified dates early in the season.

For a closer investigation of their seasonal variability, we indicate the subset of models

identified in section 5.3.1 in Fig. 5.5b with an asterisk. All models in this subset correctly

resolve the AR seasonality, with the highest number of AR dates in the earliest three months

(Oct - Dec) and the fewest in the last three months (Jan - Mar). Likewise, the majority

of the identified models have total counts consistent with observations. An exception is

HadGEM2-CC, which we now exclude from our subset.

Returning to Fig. 5.4b, we again test the performance of our revised subset and show

their range of yearly counts in shading (EC-EARTH, CNRM-CM5, MPI-ESM-LR, CCSM4,

ACCESS1-0, ACCESS1-3, IPSL-CM5A-MR, and CanESM2). While totals remain consistent

with reanalysis, comparison of the model average of the subset with reanalysis still shows

some over- and under-estimation of total counts, though now within the range of what is

seen in reanalysis.

5.3.3 Model performance summary

In this subsection we evaluate the performance of all models against relevant fields: (1) AR

frequency, (2) MF, (3) 850 hPa specific humidity, (4) 850 hPa horizontal winds, and (5) 250

hPa horizontal winds. We investigate the performance of each model against upper-level
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Figure 5.6: (a) A portrait diagram display of the relative error for each model (x-axis)
against each observational dataset (MERRA, top triangle and ERA-Interim, bottom trian-
gle) over (y-axis, from top) 250 hPa meridional wind (v250), 250 hPa zonal wind (u250), 850
hPa meridional wind (v850), 850 hPa zonal wind (u850), 850 hPa specific humidity (q850),
MF and AR frequency (FQ). (b) Taylor diagram display of the average model performance
for variables (each standardized by reanalysis) in (a). Models are identified by their ID in
Table 5.1, where both reanalyses are represented by a black star. Points are positioned ac-
cording to their standard deviation (radial distance from the origin), root mean square error
(radial distance from reanalysis) and correlation (azimuthal position). The identifiers for
the final list of the subset of high performing models are in black bold and for the 7 lowest
performing models, are in red bold.

winds because of the association of intense ARs with the extratopical jet and Rossby wave

dynamics (Payne and Magnusdottir , 2014). Figure 5.6a shows the relative error, E
′

for each

variable (y-axis) from each model (x-axis). Each grid box is divided along the diagonal to

show calculations relative to MERRA reanalysis (bottom triangle) and ERA-Interim reanal-

ysis (top triangle). The shading shows where models have high error (positive, brown) and

low error (negative, teal) relative to the entire set of models being evaluated. The revised

subset of models identified in the previous subsection is marked by an asterisk at the top of

Fig. 5.6a.

Results show that during landfalling AR dates, relative error tends to be consistent across
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different metrics and there is a clear separation between high and low performing models.

The subset of models previously identified all show relatively low error. The exception is

IPSL-CM5A-MR, which is inconsistent with reanalysis for both upper and lower level winds

and shows marginal improvement in performance over the remaining metrics. CCSM4 shows

poor performance in lower level moisture, but otherwise performs reasonably well.

Figure 5.6b shows a Taylor diagram display (see Taylor (2001) for details) of the average

of standardized metrics for each variable shown in Fig. 5.6b, where models are indicated by

their numerical identifier from Table 5.1. High performing models are those falling closest to

reanalysis (black star). Radial distance of each point from the origin shows standard devia-

tion. Radial distance of each point from reanalysis shows error and the azimuthal position of

each point shows the correlation. The identifier for each high performing model in our subset

is in bold (black). The poor performance of IPSL-CM5A-MR (dashed circle in Fig. 5.6b)

is reflected in its distance from the other models in the subset. For this reason, we exclude

IPSL-CM5A-MR from our subset.

Models are ranked according to the average of the Taylor scores and standardized differ-

ence from the average number of AR dates in reanalysis. In Fig. 5.6a (black outline), the

relative error for the model mean is compared to our subset of high performing models (EC-

EARTH, CNRM-CM5, MPI-ESM-LR, CCSM4, ACCESS1-0, ACCESS1-3, and CanESM2)

and to the lowest seven performing models (FGOALS-g2, bcc-csm1-1, MIROC-ESM-CHEM,

MIROC-ESM, IPSL-CM5A-LR, IPSL-CM5B-LR, CSIRO-Mk3-6-0), identified in bold (red)

in Fig. 5.6b. Error is reduced in the high performing models and increased in the low per-

forming models.

We note that our evaluation is rather robust to changes in the AR identification scheme.

Increasing the threshold on MF from the 85th percentile to the 95th percentile (close to the

threshold used in Warner et al. (2015)) changed only 1 of the 7 high performing models we

identified (CMCC-CM replaced CanESM2).
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5.4 Future changes in landfalling AR dates in RCP 8.5 simulations

In this section, we: (1) characterize the change in AR behavior with warming by comparing

end-of-century RCP 8.5 simulations to historical simulations and (2) decompose the moisture

flux equation into the thermodynamic and dynamic components to investigate the influence

on the change in AR frequency with warming. The purpose of this section is to characterize

the large-scale responses of ARs, as an atmospheric feature, to warming.

5.4.1 Response of AR behavior to warming

AR frequency

Figure 5.7 shows the difference in the frequency of AR occurrence between RCP 8.5 and

historical simulations (shading, with historical frequency contoured) for the 7 high perform-

ing models identified by our evaluation in section 5.3. As in section 5.3.1, frequency is

defined as the total number of times each gridpoint satisfies criteria in section 5.2.2, di-

vided by the total number of landfalling AR dates identified. The multi-model average

is shown in the lower right corner. Comparison to the superimposed historical frequency

distribution (contours) shows a consistent pattern of increased frequency equatorward in

RCP 8.5 projections. Frequency increases (of varying magnitudes) are also apparent pole-

ward of historical peak frequency in several models (CanESM2, MPI-ESM-LR, ACCESS1-0,

ACCESS1-3,EC-EARTH). Frequency decreases are approximately co-located with the his-

torical peak frequency, and are apparent in all models.

In order to determine whether the dominant increase in equatorward frequency is due to

an absolute shift in landfalling latitude or due to a broadening of the peak frequency region,

we show the sector zonal average (over the dashed box in Fig. 5.2c) of the frequency differ-

ence field in Fig. 5.7b. We compare the latitude of the frequency peak for the historical (solid

black) and RCP 8.5 (dashed black) datasets to the centers of maximum standard deviation in

the frequency difference field (grey solid). While there is a small difference in latitude (∼ 2◦),

the centers of variability are generally concentrated equatorward and poleward of this lati-

tudinal shift. These results do not change when the full ensemble of models evaluated in the
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previous section are considered, with several exceptions (bcc-csm1-1, MIROC-ESM-CHEM,

MIROC-ESM, GFDL-ESM2M, IPSL-CM5A-LR, MIROC5, IPSL-CM5A-MR, HadGEM2-

CC, and CCSM4). The rather static latitudinal peak in frequency suggests that a portion

of the change in the distribution in Fig. 5.7b is due to a broadening of the region of peak

frequency. This means that the end of the century landfall is likely to occur over a wider

latitude range than for the current climate. Broadening of the frequency distribution is con-

firmed in the right panel in Fig 5.7b, which shows the multi-model zonal average frequency

for each period.

Interannual variability

In order to focus on the direct response of AR-like features to warming, we examine the

change in MF at landfall. Consistent with previous research (Lavers et al., 2013; Warner

et al., 2015), we find an absolute increase in MF within ARs in projections. Our results

show between a 23% and 35% increase in the number of AR dates identified with warming.

However, ARs are extreme events by definition. Therefore, we focus not on absolute changes

in MF, but on changes in daily positive MF anomalies (as shown in Fig. 5.3) between the two

climates. For a direct comparison of the interannual variability between the two datasets,

we use only twenty years from each (Oct - Mar, historical: 1980 - 1999 and RCP 8.5: 2080

- 2099).

We first address the question, do ARs at the end of the century have increased intensity

compared to ARs at the end of the previous century? Another way to phrase this question: Is

there a shift in the distribution of moisture transport extremes? Figure 5.8a shows a compar-

ison of the full range of positive MF anomalies between historical simulations (grey shading)

and RCP 8.5 projections (teal shading). The mean of the distribution of each dataset is shown

as a grey and a teal line, respectively. Positive MF anomalies in late century RCP 8.5 pro-

jections show similar amplitudes to historical simulations, with extreme values falling within

the total range of historical anomalies. This is also apparent when comparing the average

of the two datasets, which are statistically indistinguishable (Student’s t-test at 95% level).
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Figure 5.8: For two twenty year periods (his-
torical: 1980 - 1999 and RCP 8.5: 2080 -
2099), for identified landfalling AR dates, (a)
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We do find an absolute increase in the MF of

AR dates with warming, seen in the dashed

lines in Fig. 5.8a. This increase in MF

does translate to more intense landfalling

events, which is in agreement with previ-

ous research (Dettinger , 2011; Lavers et al.,

2013; Warner et al., 2015). However, within

the context of the projected climate at the

end of the 21st century, we do not find an

increased occurrence of extreme events mea-

sured as percentiles.

In Fig. 5.8b, we compare the interannual

variability of the number of AR dates iden-

tified for the same two twenty year periods

as in Fig. 5.8a. All models show an increase

in the total number of landfalling dates in

RCP 8.5 projections (between 30 and 100

days, with an average of a 62 day increase).

Results generally show similar interannual

variability in both datasets, with years of

many and few AR dates. However, years

with an extreme number of identified dates

in RCP 8.5 fall well outside the historical

range. This is most apparent in comparison

of the years 1987/2087 and 1991/2091, in which high extremes in RCP 8.5 projections greatly

exceed historical extremes. An analysis of the clustering of AR dates (multi-day landfalling

events) within each dataset shows an increase in their number, but little to no change in
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their average length. This suggests that the increase in the total number of landfalling dates

is related to an increased number of multi-day landfalling events.

Moisture and wind response
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Figure 5.9: For selected models, the stan-
dardized difference in thresholds for MF (grey
solid), PW (blue solid), wind speed (dark or-
ange solid), meridional wind (light orange,
dashed) and zonal wind (light orange, solid).

We break the change in MF due to warming

into the response in the moisture field and

the response in the wind field. Returning

to the criteria we use to define landfalling

AR dates, we first look at the change in our

percentile based thresholds, noting that we

are now focused on the region hugging the

coastline, eastward of the box in Fig. 5.2c.

Since the thresholds we use to identify ARs

are distribution based, the difference in the

threshold used for historical simulations and

RCP 8.5 can give insight into the response

of each of the fields to warming. Figure 5.9

shows the standardized change in the thresh-

old between the two climates. The change in MF thresholds over all models shows a large

positive shift, consistent with the robust increase in MF discussed previously. The similar

magnitude of this shift over all models is confirmation of our evaluation in section 5.3, as

it indicates similarities in the MF distribution of the selected models. Consistent with an

increase in atmospheric moisture, we also find a large shift in the PW threshold with warm-

ing. The threshold for wind speed generally shows a decrease in RCP 8.5 projections. We

investigate the change in the 850 hPa meridional and zonal components of the wind using

10 m s−1 as a baseline for the historical period. The change in the 850 hPa zonal and merid-

ional baselines are shown in solid and dashed light orange lines, respectively, in Fig. 5.9. All

selected models show a decrease in the zonal wind baseline and some degree of increase in
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in MERRA (blue) and ERA-Interim (orange) are shown in (a,c). The peak of the PDF
distribution for each model is marked by the numerical identifier (from Table 5.1).
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the meridional wind baseline in projections.

Beginning with a broad overview of the response of the zonal winds to warming, a multi-

model composite analysis of the difference between RCP 8.5 projections and historical simu-

lations (shading in Fig. 5.10a) shows a weakening of the 850 hPa zonal wind speed in the jet

exit region and a broadening of the jet maximum compared to the historical mean position

(contour). A similar pattern is seen in the response of the upper-level jet, where there is an

eastward extension of the jet maximum over the central North Pacific and an increase equa-

torward of the jet core in the eastern North Pacific (Fig. 5.10b). These results are consistent

with findings in Neelin et al. (2013), who show an eastward extension of the climatological

wintertime jet with CMIP5 projections.

We next focus on the variability in the latitude of the jet maximum at 850- and 250-hPa

for each dataset (Figs. 5.10c-f). The latitudinal distribution of the zonal winds is shown

as probability density functions over all models (grey), compared to the multi-model mean

(black). The distributions of MERRA (blue) and ERA-Interim (orange) are shown in the

historical panels for comparison. The multi-model average in RCP 8.5 shows a widening

of the latitudinal range of peak wind, consistent with the broadening of the lower-level jet

maximum seen in Fig. 5.10a. While there is increased variability in the latitudinal position

of peak lower-level wind corresponding to AR events between the models in RCP 8.5 com-

pared to historical simulations, there is little change in the mean latitude between the two

climates (horizontal grey lines in Fig. 5.10c and Fig. 5.10d). Similar to the results for 850

hPa, Fig. 5.10e and Fig. 5.10f show an increase in the meridional variability of the upper-level

jet associated with ARs. Our results are consistent with the pattern of increased meridional

variability in the mid-latitude jet identified in Barnes and Polvani (2013). We suggest that

the pattern of frequency change between the two climates (seen in Fig. 5.7), where we show a

broadening of the distribution, is a consequence of a meridionally variable mean state. This

is explored in more detail in section 5.4.2.
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5.4.2 Dynamical response and decomposition of the moisture flux

In order to investigate the spatial response of MF in projections from previous subsection,

we approximate the change in MF as (Trenberth and Guillemot , 1995; Seager et al., 2010):

δMF ≈ g−1

∣∣∣∣∫ pt

ps

(
V δq + δV q + δ

(
V′q′

))
dp

∣∣∣∣ , (5.6)

where,

δ ( · ) = ( · )RCP8.5 − ( · )historical , (5.7)

and where overbars represent averages over all landfalling dates and primes indicate daily

anomalies. In Eq. 5.6, the first term describes the thermodynamic response, the second term

describes the dynamic response and the third term describes the transient eddy response

of MF to warming. In Fig. 5.11, we show the thermodynamic response minus the dynamic

response in shading, and the transient eddy response in black contours for the selected

models. Positive values indicate regions where the thermodynamic component dominates

and negative values indicate regions where the dynamic component dominates. The late

century RCP 8.5 composite MF for landfalling dates is shown in grey contours for each

panel. The multi-model ensemble mean is shown in the lower right of the figure.

Much of the change in MF is dominated by the thermodynamic response to warming

(warm colors in Fig. 5.11), consistent with findings in Lavers et al. (2013) and Warner

et al. (2015). However, in the region dominated by frequency increases in Fig. 5.7, the

change in MF is largely due to dynamic and transient responses to warming (cool colors

and black contours in Fig. 5.11, respectively). The co-location of these two regions supports

our conclusions in the previous section that equatorward increases in the lower-level zonal

wind play a role in the change in AR distribution in Fig. 5.11. Within the context of the

broadening of the frequency distribution from Fig. 5.7 and the variable upper-level jet from

Fig. 5.8, we suggest that, while small, the dynamical atmospheric response to warming may
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Figure 5.11: The thermodynamic response of MF to warming minus the dynamic response
of MF to warming (kg m−2 s−1) in shading for each of the selected models (lowest resolution,
top left to highest resolution, bottom right). The multi-model mean difference is in the
bottom right. The transient eddy response is shown in black contours (intervals of 10 kg
m−2 s−1 starting from 15 kg m−2 s−1) and the late century RCP 8.5 composite MF for
landfalling dates is shown in grey contours (intervals of 50 kg m−2 s−1 starting from 200 kg
m−2 s−1).
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be important to understanding the response of AR behavior, particularly in determining the

latitudinal distribution of landfalling events.

5.5 Conclusions

We present a comprehensive evaluation of CMIP5 model performance in resolving landfalling

ARs over the North Pacific basin. While the majority of models evaluated correctly resolved

the spatial structure of landfalling ARs, their performance in identifying landfalling dates and

in resolving interannual variability in terms of number, amplitude and median latitude varied

greatly. Through an evaluation of these characteristics relative to reanalysis, we identify a

subset of high performing models for analysis of the response of ARs to warming: CanESM2,

MPI-ESM-LR, CNRM-CM5, ACCESS1-0, ACCESS1-3, EC-EARTH and CCSM4.

We extend our investigation to the response of AR behavior to projections under the

RCP 8.5 scenario in the 7 high performing models. Comparison of the historical distribution

of AR frequency to RCP 8.5 projections shows a broadening of the distribution, particularly

apparent equatorward of peak historical frequency. Further investigation of the response

of MF to warming shows a robust increase in atmospheric moisture, but a decrease in the

lower-level zonal winds. Composite analysis shows a broadening of both the 850- and 250-

hPa zonal winds equatorward of the historical jet maxima and a slight weakening in the

jet exit region, apparent in the multi-model composite of 850 hPa zonal winds. Spatial

decomposition of the response of MF shows that the thermodynamic response dominates

in the peak region of AR frequency, consistent with increases in the atmospheric moisture

content. However, we also find that the dynamical response dominates equatorward of the

peak in the multi-model composite of MF in RCP 8.5.

Our results in section 5.4 support many of the findings in Dettinger (2011); Warner et al.

(2015) about changes in AR landfalling behavior in future climate projections. However, the

increased variability of the upper-level jet and broadening of the region of peak AR frequency

calls for further analysis into the dynamical response to warming in order to fully characterize

potential changes in ARs in late century projections.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions

The overarching motivation behind this research project was to investigate the large-scale

dynamical characteristics of landfalling ARs in the North Pacific. Much of the research prior

to this dissertation focused on the synoptic properties and precipitation patterns related to

landfalling events. While case-studies and limited duration observational campaigns have

laid the foundation to much of our knowledge of these features and their precipitation im-

pacts upon landfall, the large variability associated with these events are poorly understood.

Knowledge of the mechanisms modulating AR behavior may inform water management and

risk preparedness strategies through improvements in the forecast of landfalling events, par-

ticularly in the case of hydrologically significant ARs that may have large socio-economic

impacts for populations along the coastline. Advances in characterizing how these significant

events change over time will go a long way towards warning and preparedness planning in

the region.

6.1 Summary of Results

In Chapter 2, I describe the need for and a comparison of current approaches to AR identifi-

cation using an instantaneous snapshot of an AR making landfall in March 2005. Use of MF

shows clear separation of an AR from the tropical reservoir of moisture, which makes its use

in identification schemes preferable to PW alone. The percentile-based thresholding method

for MF is investigated and shows no discernible trends over the 36 year period available

through reanalysis.

In Chapters 3 and 4, I investigate the landfalling characteristics of present day ARs. The

climatological characteristics of landfalling ARs are presented in Chapter 3. The landfalling
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latitude of ARs shifts equatorward over the course of the winter season (November through

March). The total number of identified AR dates is largest under El Niño conditions and the

fewest are found during La Niña conditions. In agreement with previous research, we find

that the largest number of AR dates occur during the last three phases of the MJO (phases 6

- 8). To investigate the effect of Rossby wave breaking on AR intensity and development, we

focus on a subset of ARs. The strongest ARs are associated with well developed anticyclonic

Rossby wave breaking over the eastern North Pacific. This work was among the first to

directly associate ARs as distinct features to large-scale dynamics.

In Chapter 4, I focus on the duration of landfalling events and the characteristics of

persistent events compared to the climatology of all AR events using a unique dataset in

which AR conditions are clustered into spatially and temporally consistent features. This

dataset is compared to existing records in the literature and captures up to 98% of recorded

events (give a buffer of ± 2 days). Comparison of the average duration of AR conditions

over the eastern North Pacific shows an increase in duration in a persistent subset of 62

events isolated for analysis. Consistent with research connecting persistent events with hy-

drologically significant impacts on land (e.g. Ralph et al., 2013), we find an overall increase

in both intense and average preciptiation. Comparison of persistent landfalling events to the

climatology of all landfalling events, we find a possible association with the MJO (phases 3,

6, 7 and 8). However, there are only small differences between the two datasets for ENSO,

the PNA and the NAM. Composite analysis of the difference between persistent events and

all events shows a deepening of the Aleutian low in association with increased moisture

and moisture transport. In association with lower-level characteristics, persistent events are

related to well-developed anticyclonic Rossby wave breaking over western North America.

Weather regime analysis of daily Z700 anomalies shows AR events are dominated by a PNA-

like pattern.

in Chapter 5, I present a comprehensive evaluation of the ability of 28 different CMIP5

models to simulate North Pacific ARs. The intraseasonal and interannual variability of
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historical simulations from each model were compared to two different reanalysis datasets

(MERRA and ERA-Interim). Agreement between the two reanalysis datasets was excellent,

with only a slight differences in the total number of AR dates identified. Model performance

was variable and was generally consistent with differences in spatial resolution. A subset of

high performing models were isolated and the response of landfalling ARs at the end of the

21st century to warming in RCP 8.5 projections was investigated. The robust increase in

atmospheric moisture transport was found to be dominated by a thermodynamic response to

warming over much of the region, however, dynamic responses were also found equatorward

of the peak AR frequency. While limited to available models, this work has significance

for our understanding of the potential response of precipitation patterns associated with

landfalling AR events.

6.2 Current and future work

6.2.1 Interaction between moisture transport and large-scale dynamics

The research outlined in this dissertation is limited to observational analysis. While ques-

tions on the interactive relationship between large-scale dynamics and moisture transport

remain un-addressed within this framework, a modeling study holds promise and is the topic

of current work. For this project, we focus on the development of three well-known land-

falling events that are among the longest lasting in the dataset used in Chapter 4: 10 - 13

Nov 1990, 31 - 03 Dec 1996/1997 and 16 - 21 Oct 2003. These landfalling events are charac-

teristic of our results in Chapters 3 and 4; composites show perturbations of the upper-level

dynamical fields (200 hPa zonal wind and PV) and anticyclonic overturning of PV contours

(Fig. 6.1). The motivation of this work is to quantify the interactive relationship between

intense moisture transport and upper-level characteristics. Specifically, we are interested in

the role this relationship plays in the propagation speed and potential impact of ARs at

landfall.

To investigate these three cases, we use the Advanced Research Weather Research and

Forecasting (ARW-WRF) model, version 3.7.1 (Skamarock et al., 2005). We use one-way
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Figure 6.1: Composite of the three events; integrated moisture (shaded), the magnitude
of moisture transport (black contour, from 350 kg m−1 s−1), 200 hPa zonal wind speed (red
contour, from 20 m s−1) and 200 hPa PV (thick black and grey contour, from 2 PVU).

nesting with two domains, a 30-km grid size parent grid and a 10-km grid size nested grid

(Fig. 6.2). The simulations are initialized using ERA-Interim reanalysis (Dee et al., 2011), at

0.75◦ x 0.75◦ resolution on 6-hrly intervals, and NOAA Optimum Interpolation Sea Surface

Temperature (Reynolds et al., 2007), at 0.25◦ x 0.25◦ resolution on daily intervals. The model

is configured using the WRF Single-Moment 5-class microphysics scheme (Hong et al., 2004),

the Mellor-Yamada Nakanishi and Niino Level 2.5 PBL boundary layer scheme (Nakan-

ishi and Niino, 2006), the Kain-Fritsch cumulus parameterization scheme (Kain, 2004), the

Rapid Radiative Transfer Model (RRTM) longwave radiation physics scheme (Mlawer et al.,
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Figure 6.2: WRF model domain with nested grid outlined in black.

1997), the Dudhia shortwave radiation physics scheme (Dudhia, 1989), the revised MM5 sur-

face layer scheme (Jiménez et al., 2012), and the unified Noah land surface model (Chen and

Dudhia, 2001). We allow for four days of model spin-up, during the first 49-hrs of which, we

apply grid analysis nudging of the wind-field above the boundary layer in the parent domain.

For each of our cases, we run the model for the 8 days prior to and 3 days following landfall

in order to look at the development of the event prior to landfall.

Preliminary control simulations show excellent agreement between the development of

lower-level moisture transport in ERA-Interim and WRF (Fig. 6.3). Comparison of the two

panels in Fig. 6.3 shows approximate similarities in both the intensity and location of the

magnitude of moisture flux of the landfalling AR in the eastern North Pacific. Moreover,

use of WRF may contribute additional information not immediately apparent in reanalysis.

Structures that are only hinted at in the coarser resolution reanalysis, such as the smaller

extension poleward of moisture flux around 175◦E are found in both panels, but the structure

is most apparent in teh control simulation. As the simulations performed in WRF are at

much finer scales than what is found in reanalysis, it is possible that these small scale pro-

cesses may affect the development of ARs. A comprehensive comparison of our simulations

to observations is yet to be undertaken.
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Figure 6.3: Comparison of 00:00 UTC 01 January 1997 in (a) ERA-Interim and (b) WRF.

6.2.2 Extension of investigation over other basins

The focus of much of the research on ARs has been on the North Pacific (e.g. Ralph et al.,

2004, 2005; Neiman et al., 2008a; Dettinger et al., 2011; Ralph et al., 2011; Dettinger , 2013;

Warner et al., 2012; Rutz et al., 2014; Payne and Magnusdottir , 2014). There is growing

interest in AR activity over the North Atlantic in relation to precipitation over Europe,

specifically over United Kingdom and the Iberian peninsula (e.g. Lavers et al., 2012; Lavers

and Villarini , 2013; Ramos et al., 2015; Stohl et al., 2008). Despite the focus over these

two regions, ARs are globally occurring and may have impacts over other regions, such

as the western coastline of India and Southeast Asia (e.g. Figs. 3c and 8a in Guan and

Waliser , 2015) and the western coastline of South America (e.g. Viale and Nunez , 2011;

Garreaud , 2013). Particularly over India and Southeast Asia, little has been done to quantify
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the contribution of ARs to regional precipitation patterns. Over this region, it would be

interesting to investigate the interaction of ARs with tropical moisture and the monsoon

system dynamics.
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